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Abstract
Synthesis and Characterization of Dielectric and Multiferroic Nanocrystalline Transition
Metal Oxide Materials and Nanocomposites
By
Frederick Arturo Pearsall
Advisor: Prof. Stephen O’Brien

Nanocrystalline transition metal oxides with unique chemical, physical, magnetic and
dielectric properties have very broad applications, ranging from photocatalysis, capacitor
energy storage and 4-state memory. Frequency stable, high permittivity nanocomposite
capacitors produced under mild processing conditions offer an attractive replacement to
MLCCs derived from conventional ceramic firing. In one project reported herein, 0-3
nanocomposites were prepared using BaTiO3 (barium titanate, BTO) nanocrystals,
suspended in a poly(furfuryl alcohol) matrix, resulting in a stable, high effective permittivity,
low and stable loss dielectric. Effective medium approximations were used to compare this
with similar nanocomposite systems. The use of synthesized BTO nanocrystal photocatalysts
on mustard-gas surrogate compound degradation is briefly described. The investigation of a
multiferroic crystal system is also reported; materials which are intrinsically ferroelectric
and ferromagnetic are known as single-phase multiferroics, and offer opportunities for
sensors, 4-state memory and spintronic devices. BaMn3Ti4O14.25 (BMT-134) is a recently
discovered single-phase multiferroic complex oxide exhibiting antiferromagnetic and
ferroelectric behavior. To modulate magnetic properties, ultimately towards a room
temperature ferroic order response, BMT-134 was doped with Fe in varying ratios. The
parent compound and four distinct variations of nanocrystals were synthesized;
iv

BaMn3Ti4O14.25 (BMT) and BaMn3-xFexTi4O14.25 (BMFT) with x = 1, x = 1.5, x = 2, and x = 2.25.
High product precursor fidelity was observed. Using a chemical solution approach
colloquially referred to as the ‘gel-collection method’, BTO and BMFT nanocrystal systems
were synthesized as a part of each of the aforementioned projects. Structural, elemental,
magnetic, chemical and dielectric characterization of the nanocrystals was performed.
Characterization techniques include transmission and scanning electron microscopy, powder
X-ray diffraction, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, FTIR, energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy, magnetic property measurement system M-H hysteresis curves, M-T CurieWeiss fitting, Mossbauer spectroscopy, LCR impedance analysis and effective medium
approximations.
The research presented in this thesis was supported by the National Science Foundation
under awards DMR-1461499 and HRD-1547830.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.0 Outline for Dissertation
This chapter will discuss the motivations for the research, and the mechanisms which the
researcher chose to improve, change, and/or study. It will introduce the synthesis method
used and it will detail certain properties of materials which are important and will allow the
reader to understand the choice of characterization techniques.
Chapter 2 will outline the synthesis techniques in detail such as those used for structural,
morphological, electronic, magnetic, elemental and chemical environment characterization.
This is so that the reader may more fully understand the results and discussion section.
Chapter 3 reports the fabrication of 0-3 nanocomposite capacitors and their characterization.
Chapter 4 reports the synthesis and characterization of a multiferroic iron oxide and Chapter
5 reports a collaboration and an internship, followed by a conclusion. There are several
appendices detailing methods such as error propagation, an accepted research proposal to a
national lab, and dielectric characterization methodologies.
1.1 Capacitors and Permittivity
The capacitance of a material was first discovered (though incorrectly interpreted) in 1745
when Ewald Georg von Kleist found that by holding a jar filled with water and a wire
connected to an electrostatic generator, he could ‘hold onto’ or ‘store’ charge. He learned of
this by touching the wire with his other hand and receiving a large and terrifying shock. This
design was quickly optimized and named a Leyden jar, by Pieter van Musschenbroek.1 Fig.
1.1 shows a battery of Leyden jars in parallel, which act as capacitors in parallel.2 This was
referred to as a battery of Leyden jars, similar to a battery cannon, as the overall capacitance

1

of this appliance is the sum of the capacitance of each jar. The equation for capacitance is as
follows:
𝐶=

𝜀𝑟 𝜀0 A
d

[Eq 1.1]

where A is the area of accumulated charge, d is the distance between conducting electrodes
and r and 0 are the relative permittivity and vacuum permittivity respectively. The
capacitance of an insulating material or device is always a factor related to the vacuum
permittivity, also referred to as the permittivity of free space or electric constant. One may
also denote capacitance with the following expression:
Q

𝐶 = V [Eq 1.2]
where Q is the total charge accumulated on the plates in Coulombs, and V is the total voltage
in Volts. Thus, capacitance may be defined as “the quantity of electricity required to charge

a conductor to unit potential”.2 In the case of a Leyden jar, the relative permittivity is that of
the glass jar itself, as both the metal,
water, and Ewald Georg von Kleist’s
hands, are conductors, with little to
no potential for storing electric
charge. Capacitors in DC voltage are
not as dynamic as those used in AC
circuits, because once charge has
accumulated and the voltage across
a capacitor equals that of the source,
Figure 1. 1 Leyden jars connected in parallel; the total capacitance is the

there is no more current flow. After a

sum of the individual jars' contribution.

2

brief introduction to alternating current, the following section discusses the behavior of
capacitors in such alternating fields.
1.1.1 Impedance Permittivity and Complex Scalars
Ohm’s law for a DC voltage is as follows:
𝑉 = 𝐼𝑅 [Eq 1.3]
where V is the voltage in volts, I is the current in amperes, and R is the resistance in Ohms.
An alternating current is one which changes direction periodically, most commonly changing
sinusoidally, with an equation as follows:
𝑣(𝑡) = 𝑉𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ∗ sin(2𝜋𝑓𝑡) [Eq 1.4]
where f is the frequency of the changing field and t is time. Eq. 1.3, linear equation, has an
analogous, non-linear form for AC (alternating current) voltage:
𝑉 = 𝐼𝑍 [Eq 1.5]
where Z is the impedance in Ohms. Impedance and reactance take the forms below:
𝑍 = 𝑅 + 𝑗𝑋 [Eq 1.6]
𝑋 = 𝑋𝐿 + 𝑋𝐶 [Eq 1.7]
where c and L are the capacitive and inductive reactance respectively. An alternating
electric field gives rise to reactances, which act analogously as resistors, adding some
resistance R as if connected directly to a discrete resistive component. For example, when
exposed to an AC power supply, a capacitor switches polarity along with the field. However,
this realignment is not instantaneous, even at relatively large frequencies and it will react
against this change in voltage. The property of capacitive reactance can be written as follows:
3

1

𝛸𝐶 = 2𝜋𝑓𝐶 [Eq 1.8]
where f is the frequency of the AC
voltage and C is the capacitance of the
capacitor. Reactance has the same units
as

resistivity,

ohms,

although

the

reasons for its existence are distinct.
Capacitive reactance directly increases
the impedance of the circuit, however it
Figure 1. 2 (top) Illustration of how a capacitor behaves as a resistor in
an AC circuit (bottom) illustrating the phase difference between

lessens with increasing capacitance
(permittivity-dependent)

reactance and equivalent series resistance.

and

with

increasing frequency (frequency-dependent). This is one of the reasons that at higher
frequencies, dissipation and permittivity stabilize, although often the permittivity is also
drastically reduced. Low dissipation is desired yet not at the expense of high permittivity
applications. The contribution of reactive capacitance is shown graphically in Fig. 1.2,
illustrating how tan  corresponds to the ratio of the reactance to the equivalent series
resistance. In other words:
𝐸𝑆𝑅

tan(𝛿) = |𝛸 | = 𝐷𝐹 [Eq 1.9]
𝐶

where  is the angle shown in Fig. 1.2, ESR is the equivalent series resistance, C is the
reactive capacitance and DF stands for the dissipation factor. The length of the vector is the
total measured impedance. Dissipation is the measure of the loss of energy in a capacitor and
in short, the capacitance describes the energy stored, while dissipation describes how much
energy is lost.
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As capacitance is related to charge, so is polarization per unit volume. In a later section,
dipoles present within a crystal lattice are explained to arise from ion displacements, in turn
giving rise to lattice dipoles. The electric susceptibility (and therefore the permittivity) is
related to the polarization and applied electric field. For a linear dielectric, the equation
describing polarization takes the following form:
𝑷 =  𝜀0 𝜒(𝜔)𝑬 [Eq 1.10]
where P is the macroscopic polarization, 0 is the vacuum permittivity constant, () is the
electric susceptibility and E is the applied electric field. The susceptibility is related to the
permittivity:3
𝜒(𝜔) = 𝜀𝑟 (𝜔) − 1 [Eq 1.11]
One might imagine an ion-displaced lattice to be a microscopic capacitor. Capacitance is a
macroscopic phenomenon, related in many ways to the macroscopic polarization of the
insulator. It is not trivial to determine the microscopic contributions to the total effective
permittivity of a device. The following section discusses a mathematical average
approximation approach to determine the individual contributions to the overall capacitance
in composites. Specifically, the section deals with nanocomposites, as the filler material used
for the experiments reported here use a nanophase ceramic oxide.
1.1.2 0-3 Nanocomposites and Effective Medium Approximations
As we shall see in later chapters, this work is devoted in part to the development of new
ceramic oxide materials that can be used in nanocomposite capacitors. With the basics of an
ideal capacitor under AC/DC conditions in mind, we review the structure and theory of
nanocomposites as it is applied to their potential role in capacitor technology.
Nanocomposites are defined as composites in which at least one of the components has
5

dimensions in the nanometer regime.4 A 0-3 nanocomposite is a binary composite, where the
zero dimensional component, also referred to also as the filler, is a discrete object such as a
spherical nanoparticle while the other component is three dimensional, meaning it is
continuous in all directions5 and may be referred to as the matrix, or host. Binary composites
have been used for a variety of reasons, taking advantage of the combination of their
constituents’ features, ranging from their mechanical, physical, and electronic properties.6
However, composites generally benefit from the combination of their components while
simultaneously compromising another, often important attribute. Generally, this trade-off is
altogether favorable for commercial circuit and energy storage applications.
Specifically, nanocomposite metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors are of great interest due
to the possibility of reducing the number of discrete components in modern printed circuit
boards (PCBs). Embedded capacitors may be able to replace discrete capacitive components
for use in conjunction with integrated circuits and power conversion circuitry.7 However, for
these embedded capacitors to be useful, the dielectric must have a high effective permittivity
over a wide frequency range, high breakdown strength, low dissipation, low leakage current,
high energy density, and must be stable over working temperature ranges. To a large extent,
polymer and high permittivity nanocrystal composites can fulfill these material
requirements, whereby the polymer reduces dissipation and increases breakdown strength,
while the nanocrystal allows for a higher energy density and overall higher effective
permittivity. Depending on the polymer, the stability and dispersive behavior of the medium
may be substantially improved.8–11
An effective medium approximation (EMA) is a tool for treating and predicting the properties
of a macroscopically inhomogeneous medium in which different physical properties vary in
space.9 EMAs are designed to define averages (more precisely, to homogenize an
6

inhomogeneous medium) which will be representative of the system and relate to
experimental measurements. They are algebraic formulas which use the constituent
permittivities and/or volume fractions as inputs to predict the effective permittivity of a
mixture as an output.3,12 EMAs have been developed over the last century to help predict
effective physical properties such as conductivity, permittivity, and elasticity of two-phase
composites.13–15 However, one may also use the effective permittivity and known volume
fraction as inputs to determine the constituent permittivity of a particular composite
component. While useful, EMAs for dielectric analysis and prediction require further
refinement. Part of the issue is the inability to independently verify single nanoparticle
dielectric constants, especially for a range of sizes. In Appendix D I include a preliminary
refinement of EMAs by incorporating frequency.
There are many EMAs and modifications thereof. Only those approximations used for the
work reported herein and those deemed as useful for comprehension of the work will be
explained. The first and most simple EMAs reported were based on the rule of mixing,
originally

for

mechanical

composites, shown here for dielectric
composites:16
𝛼
𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓
= (𝜀ℎ𝛼 ∗ 𝜈ℎ ) + (𝜀𝑓𝛼 ∗ 𝜈𝑓 ) [Eq 1.12]

where eff, h, f, h, f and 
correspond

to

the

effective

permittivity, permittivity of the
Figure 1. 3 Illustration of the rule of mixing, showing the variations of Eq. 1,

host,

the Lichtenecker equation and an SEM micrograph of an as-prepared 0-3

volume fraction of the host, volume

BTO/PFA nanocomposite.

permittivity

of

the

filler,

fraction of the filler, and a factor
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which corresponds to -1 or 1 respectively. The value of  is +1 when the components of the
dielectric composite are in parallel and -1 when they are in series. This is further illustrated
in Fig. 1.3. When the composite components are in parallel to the connecting electrodes,  =
+1 and Eq. 1.12 takes the form:
𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 = (𝜀𝑚 ∗ 𝜐𝑚 ) + (𝜀𝑓 ∗ 𝜐𝑓 ) [Eq 1.13]
When the components are in series,  = -1 and the equation takes the form:
𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝜀𝑓 𝜀𝑚
(𝜐𝑚 𝜀𝑓 )+(𝜐𝑓 𝜀𝑚 )

[Eq 1.14]

Eq. 1.13 and 1.14 represent the simplest cases for binary dielectric composites. However,
neither case adequately approximates a composite with spherical inclusions. Lichtenecker
proposed an effective medium approximation as an intermediate of parallel and series
combination equations which was derived using Maxwell’s equations.17–19 His equation was
meant to represent the case where  ≠ +1,  ≠ -1 and  approaches 0. One form is shown
below:
𝜀

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜀ℎ + 𝜐𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜀𝑓 [Eq 1.15]
ℎ

Lichtenecker’s equation, like many effective medium approximations, has severe limitations,
imposed by particle shape, void space, and volume fraction, often failing to correlate with
experiment.20 A modern approach by Ezzat et al is based on the experimentally and
theoretically proven existence of void space in any composite medium, inherent at all volume
fractions and that which increases .21–23 Ezzat’s model, herein referred to as the interphase
model considers particle shape/orientation as well as interphase spacing. Instead of
approximating a two-phase composite consisting of filler and host, the interphase region
between particles is treated as a tertiary composite: host, filler and air (void):
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𝛽

𝛽

𝛽

𝛽

𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜐𝑓 𝜀𝑓 + 𝜐ℎ 𝜀ℎ + 𝜐 ′ (1 − 𝜀ℎ ) [Eq 1.16]
where  is a dimensionless shape-dependent parameter, equal to 1/3 for spherical inclusions
and ’ is:
𝜐 ′ = 𝜐𝑓

1−𝜐𝑓
1+𝜐𝑓

 [Eq 1.17]

The value of 1 in the equation for ’ comes from the permittivity of air/vacuum. In other
words, ’ is meant to consider the air inclusions or void space present within the composite
and is dependent on the volume fraction of filler.
While any simple model cannot include all parameters required to adequately describe a
nanocomposite, it is generally accepted that EMAs, when applied to 0-3 nanocomposites, can
assume relatively good fits at relatively lower volume fractions of filler.23 At higher volume
fractions of filler, it appears that almost all models do not corroborate with experiment.15,24,25
This is usually attributed to an increase in void space within the framework of the composite,
which is illustrated in Fig. 1.4.26,27 At a certain volume fraction of filler, any addition will
cause a counterintuitive decrease in the dielectric
constant.28 The more recent models, such as the
interphase model, attempt to account for this
observed

deviation

and

attempt

to

better

compensate for it. The contribution of void space
renders modeling more complicated, not only
Figure 1. 4 Dielectric constant vs filler volume fraction.
From 1 to 3, filler particle size is increasing and the

because of the introduction of a third phase to the

critical filler volume fraction is obvious, when any

composite (that of air, r ≈ 1), but that the voids

additional filler causes a reduction in dielectric

serve as a location for amplification of mobile charge

constant. Reproduced from Ref 27.

interference effects such as charge distribution,
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charge trapping, or ionic/molecular relaxation processes at the nanoparticle interface. Such
processes may ostensibly increase permittivity, especially at low frequencies, but are in fact
a major impediment to nanocomposite capacitor development and their ultimate
commercialization. Here, EMAs were used on two systems, one with a matrix of polymer, and
the other with a matrix of air. Chapter 3 explains a project with the main objective of
fabricating and characterizing nanocomposite capacitors which are well-behaved effective
media, in order to model them more effectively and for potential commercial application. The
following sections will explain why the polymer and ceramic inclusions were chosen for this
nanocomposite capacitor project.
It must be said that when 0-3 nanocomposites are studied as capacitors great care should be
taken in the interpretation of the effective permittivity for several important reasons: (i) the
contribution of the filler dielectric (such as BaTiO3, PbTiO3, (Pb,Zr)TiO3) will vary according
to particle size, extent of crystallinity, the existence of domain walls in individual particles,
crystal structure (e.g., tetragonal vs cubic), the contribution of the surface chemistry and
absorptivity at the nanoscale (attached species, vacancies); (ii) the contribution of the host
polymer (such as PVDF-hfp, PVP, resins) whose permittivity may vary as a function of
frequency according to the polarization behavior of the polymer chains, molecular weight,
and degree of cross-linking; (iii) the contribution of void space that naturally occurs between
the two components; and (iv) the relative volume fractions which will have potentially
nonlinear effects, such as for higher filler fractions in which particles are contiguous. These
effects greatly increase the complexity of the system when comparing measurements to a
single-phase dielectric material, and give rise to ambiguity, as well as opportunity, in
determining optimal strategies for nanocomposite design.
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1.1.3 Nanocomposite Components Design: BaTiO3 and Poly(furfuryl alcohol)
There are various practical reasons for using 0-3 nanocomposites to fabricate frequencystable composites based on thinner morphologies, including their direct incorporation into
printed circuit boards (PCBs).7 To a large extent, polymer and high permittivity nanocrystal
composites are able to fulfill the material requirements for stable high permittivity
capacitors. In a capacitor, the polymer reduces dissipation and increases breakdown
strength, while the nanocrystal allows for a higher energy density and overall higher effective
permittivity.
Beyond the practical applications, 0-3 nanocomposites and EMAs can be used to investigate
the intrinsic permittivity of components. Since the inclusions used here are all spherical, with
any form of packing there will be void space within. Therefore it would be incorrect to assume
the effective permittivity is equal to that of the filler. Nanocrystalline barium titanate
(BaTiO3 commonly referred to as BTO) has been shown to be an excellent candidate for a
nanocomposite dielectric filler material.26,29–32
The BTO used for this dissertation was obtained using a solution processing sol-gel based
synthesis developed by Prof. O’Brien. It was developed for perovskite nanoparticles and has
incredibly high yield (~99%), resulting in uniform shape and 8 nm diameter sized
nanoparticles.33 The synthesis method has been utilized previously to synthesize BTO
nanocrystals that have been added to assorted polymer matrices in various studies, ranging
from device applications to dielectric material investigation.23,24,34 The gel-collection method
is explored in the next section of the introduction.
Although measuring the effective permittivity of nanocomposites is relatively facile,
determining the contribution of each component is nontrivial.35 While there have been many
studies on single crystal bulk dielectric ceramics, there are fewer experimentally verified
11

reports regarding their nanoparticle counterparts. Effective medium approximations (EMAs)
can also be used to predict the intrinsic permittivity of the ceramic inclusions. A low loss,
frequency-stable host matrix allows for a more accurate determination of the intrinsic
permittivity of BTO.
Furfuryl alcohol (FA) has been shown to be a compatible solvent for 8 nm BTO dispersions,
allowing for the development of BTO/FA sols of varying concentrations.33 Polymerization is
initiated through heat, creating a 3D cross-linking polymer that forms a covalent network
Scheme 1. 1 Proposed BTO and PFA Surface Bonding, and PFA Polymerization reaction*. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. 89.

*BTO is represented by a grey sphere (not to scale). 1) FA reacts with surface ethoxy or hydroxyl groups to form
an oxygen bridging bond; (2) additional FA molecules or PFA oligomers bond to the surface through condensation
reactions; (3) polymerization to form PFA without a bridging oxygen also commonly occurs through formaldehyde
elimination; (4) cross-linking of polymer chains to form a 3D network of nanoparticle-polymer chains.
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between particles.36–40 The precursor BTO/FA sol allows the monomer to polymerize in situ
and in contact with the nanoparticles: the hydroxyl groups on the nanoparticle surface
provide plenty of scope for attachment. Direct covalent bonding between polymer and the
BTO dangling hydroxyl groups further homogenizes the regions surrounding the
nanoparticles, reducing void space as well as prohibiting particle-particle contact. The
proposed mechanism for attachment and polymer chain growth is shown in Scheme 1.1. This
network of bonding between the two components greatly improves loss characteristics when
compared to mixing.15 Although the dielectric value of poly(furfuryl alcohol) (PFA) is lower
relative to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF), its derivatives, and other host polymers
previously used for nanocomposite capacitors, PFA characteristically has a low dissipation
(loss) across lower to mid frequencies, especially at frequencies > 100 kHz.33,34
BTO is an extensively studied ferroelectric
crystal,

showing

bulk

ferroelectric

properties until its Curie temperature at
393 K.41 Ferroelectrics generally have a
Figure 1. 5 Perovskite crystal structure showing cation A in the center (left), and a
BaTiO3 lattice with the B cation in the center (right).

very large intrinsic permittivity, especially
near their Curie temperature, which is

useful for capacitor energy storage. For example, micro-meter sized particles have a dielectric
constant ~500 and bulk BTO has a dielectric constant of anywhere from 3000 to 7000, 42 an
impetus for choosing BTO as a filler. The perovskite crystal structure is shown in Fig. 1.5
and is based on the formula ABX3 with A and B as cations of very different sizes and X is an
anion which counterbalances charge from both A and B. The A cation is usually much larger
than B and is surrounded by 12 nearest neighbor atoms, while the B cation is usually
octahedrally coordinated in an environment with 6 nearest neighbors. This is depicted
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visually in Fig. 1.5 along with a lattice for tetragonal BaTiO3 (BTO). The BTO synthesized
by me is in fact paraelectric and not ferroelectric. However, what is most important for
applications in power conversion and capacitive energy storage is permittivity, and not
permanent, switchable polarization.11
A stable capacitance over a broad frequency range is the best indication that the contribution
to the permittivity is intrinsic to the properties of the nanocomposite components, such that
reliable information can be obtained about the material, as well as its potential for energy
storage applications. In the frequency range between 500 Hz – 2 MHz, directional and
interfacial polarization dominate, as well as space charge accumulation. Space charge effects
may significantly alter the dielectric characteristics (and may shrink and tilt the P-E
hysteresis loop of the ferroelectric component).43 The attachment of the PFA to the
nanocrystal surface as well as its dense cross-linking polymer network reduces the frictional
energy loss adding to tan , increasing the effective permittivity of the nanocomposite via the
Maxwell-Wagner effect.37 Thus, PFA is a good alternative to PVDF and its derivatives, as
well as other resins which may require curing agents. The nanocomposites were fabricated
by dispersing the BTO nanocrystals in a PFA host matrix. This served as a robust low loss
dielectric medium for generating stable capacitance over a wide frequency range. It is
commonplace to use the approximations to determine the permittivity of the filler, in cases
where the host matrix dielectric constant is known or easily verified. In this case, PFA served
as an ideal candidate matrix due to the ability to obtain a constant capacitance value with
very low loss, as a function of frequency up to 2 MHz. The intrinsic permittivity of BTO was
calculated using two distinct effective medium approximations, Eq. 1.15 and 1.16. Chapter 3
will be on the topic of 0-3 nanocomposites and the maximization of the interphase. The
synthesis of the nanocrystalline BTO is explained in the following sections.
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1.2 A Controlled Self-Collection Synthesis Process for Ceramic Oxide Nanoparticles
The technique I used to synthesize all compounds is a controlled self-collection process
developed in the O’Brien group. This synthesis is referred to as the gel-collection method.
Generally, solution processing techniques for the preparation of nanopowders and colloidal
suspensions of nanocrystals allow for unique processing methods and device architectures,
for use in devices such as 0-3 nanocomposite capacitors. Colloidal crystals can be used in thin
films, with processing and preparation conditions which require much less heat and
energy.44–51 This method is advantageous for the preparation of nanocrystalline ceramics and
it was originally developed for perovskite crystal systems, first used to make barium
titanate.33 Gel-collection is performed in low moisture, inert atmosphere and is analogous to
sol-gel synthesis with characteristic hydrolysis and condensation steps shown in Scheme 1.2,
steps 1) and 5) respectively. It is crucial the synthesis is performed in low moisture
atmosphere as H2O may hydrolyze titanium ions, forming TiO2 rather than the desired
perovskite structure. To prevent this, barium isopropoxide must first be dissolved in the
solution before the critical addition of water is performed. The resulting perovskite
nanoparticles are uniform in shape and size, forming spheres with a mean diameter as low
as 8 nm. Due to the hydrolyzed titanium dangling bonds, the nanoparticle surface is covered
in hydroxyl groups (remnant alkoxyl groups as well), which allows the nanocrystals to selfassemble, forming a gel monolith.
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Scheme 1. 2 Proposed gel-collection synthesis mechanisms. Gel-collection is analogous to sol-gel, with characteristic
hydrolysis and polymeric condensation steps.

The gel-collection method has been used to synthesize BaTiO3 (BTO), BaxSr1-xTiO3,
BaSrTiHfO3, Ba(Ti,Fe)O3, perovskites as well as Hollandite BaMn3Ti4O14.25, and BaMn3xFexTi4O14.25,

among other single phase nanocrystalline compounds.8,33,52–54

My work relies on this synthesis for the development and characterization of assorted
ceramic nanocrystalline oxides, specifically BTO, and Hollandite multiferroic oxides, the last
of which has never been made before. It will be shown that this synthesis method controls
product stoichiometry almost perfectly, incorporating all ions from the reaction solution into
the product. Before introducing the Hollandites I have synthesized myself, the next sections
will introduce the concepts of ferroicity and multiferroicity.
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1.3 Ferroicity and Multiferroicity
The physical representation of bits allows for long-term data storage. This has been
accomplished using magnetic domains, where a spin direction may represent a Boolean True
or False. There is an analogous ferroicity in electronic ceramic materials as well, known as
ferroelectricity. The following sections give a brief introduction to these properties and allows
the reader to more fully understand the following section on multiferroic materials and the
impetus for synthesizing them.
1.3.1 Ferromagnetism
Ferromagnets have been known for thousands
of years, ferroelectrics for more than a
century, and the magnetoelectric effect for
decades.55,56 The spin of the electrons in atoms
is

the main source

of

ferromagnetism,

although there is also a contribution from the
orbital angular momentum of the electron
Figure 1. 6 Characteristic, symmetric hysteresis curve for a ferromagnetic
material. The saturation and remnant magnetizations are shown as well as the
coercivity.

about the nucleus as well. Only atoms with
partially filled shells can have a net magnetic

moment and is what allows the electrons to align to an applied magnetic field. When these
magnetic dipoles align macroscopically in a material, their individual smaller magnetic
moments combine to create a magnetization, aligned appropriately towards the applied field.
Ferromagnetism is a property which arises due to not only the chemical constituents of a
material, but also to its crystallinity and microstructure. A paramagnetic material will have
no remnant magnetization upon removal of an external magnetic field. What separates a
paramagnetic material to a ferromagnetic one is that the individual magnetic moments do
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not interact with each other in a paramagnet. The magnetic moments of electrons in a
ferromagnet interact with each other via electronic exchange forces, resulting in a long-range
spontaneous alignment.57 Essentially, electrons (which repel one another) can move further
apart when the unpaired valence orbitals overlap, thereby reducing their exchange energy.
This spontaneous alignment, which is retained even upon removal of magnetic field, is what
allows for the physical representation of bits. A conventional hard disk drive requires ~645
nm2 hard disk area per bit.58 The hysteresis curve shown in Fig. 1.6 is characteristic for
ferromagnets, and is what allows for the reading and writing of True or False. A
magnetization in a particular direction (with a particular electron spin quantum number +1/2
or -1/2) is first written and can be read or erased at any time.

Figure 1. 7 Crystal class flow chart for characteristic electric properties.

1.3.2 Ferroelectricity
Ferroelectrics are now ubiquitous in the field of electronics and can be found in a variety of
over the counter layered capacitors finding use in DC and AC circuits alike, gate dielectrics
and FRAM.59 Ferroelectricity arises from spontaneous and switchable ion displacements,
which align macroscopically. This phenomenon is what makes ferroelectrics useful for
capacitor energy storage, which relies on accumulation and storage of charge, causing a
voltage difference that is proportional to the amount of energy stored. Some modern and more
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simplistic applications of such materials include, piezoelectric sensors, thermistors power
conversion and RF communication components.60

Similarly to ferromagnetic materials,

ferroelectrics have constraints on their structure, albeit for different reasons. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1.7 which shows the symmetry and crystal class constraints on ferroelectric
materials. Although ferroelectrics have a spontaneous and reversible polarization, the
polarization is ionic in nature and arises due to ionic displacements. In other words, dipoles
created within the lattice, which then align, give rise to a macroscopic polarization. Their
hysteretic behavior also allows for a form of data storage, analogous to ferromagnets, however
it is important to note that magnetic hysteresis is measured without any contacts or current
flowing through the material, while electrical hysteresis requires metal contacts and permits
charge injection and real current flow. This gives rise to constraints on the development of
intrinsic multiferroics and may lead to possible loss of ferroelectricity that may occur when
measuring leaky dielectrics with mobile charge carriers present.
1.3.3 Multiferroic and Magnetoelectric Compounds
Multiferroics

have

potential

applications ranging from sensors,
non-volatile memory, 4-state logic,
spintronics,

capacitors

and

even

photovoltaic devices.9,55,61–67Although
becoming incredibly popular due to
advancements in characterization,
deposition, and not to mention,
Figure 1. 8 (left) Single-phase coupling and (right) strain-mediated coupling. Reproduced from
Ref. 50.

synthetic techniques, one must first

define a multiferroic before divagating into the nuances and possibilities offered by such
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materials. It is also necessary to define a magnetoelectric material, as it is the case that a
magnetoelectric multiferroic has very practical applications when compared to its noncoupled counterparts. In fact, single-phase compounds can be more easily integrated into
devices; intrinsic multiferroics are already being used as components in CMOS replacement
technology.68,69 Intrinsic multiferroics have come to be defined as materials containing the
properties of ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism (including antiferromagnetism) occurring
in the same phase.70 Fig. 1.8 illustrates this, showing the coupling available to a single-phase
‘intrinsic’ multiferroic. Its main advantage over ‘artificial’ multiferroics is the lack of strainmediated coupling, removing the need for optimized interfaces between two distinct
materials.69 The occurrence of coupling between these properties potentially allows for the
switching of the spontaneous ionic polarization with a magnetic field and vice versa.71 The
free energy of the system in terms of an applied magnetic field H and an applied electric field
E can be described by F:
1

1

1

−𝐹(𝐸, 𝐻) =  2 𝜀0 𝜀𝑖𝑗 𝐸𝑖 𝐸𝑗 + 2 𝜇0 𝜇𝑖𝑗 𝐻𝑖 𝐻𝑗 + 2 𝛼𝑖𝑗 𝐸𝑖 𝐻𝑗 +

𝛽𝑖𝑗𝑘
2

𝐸𝑖 𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑘 +

𝛾𝑖𝑗𝑘
2

𝐻𝑖 𝐸𝑗 𝐸𝑘 + ⋯ [Eq 1.18]

where ε0, εij and 0, ij are the permittivity of free space, relative permittivities, permeability
of free space, and relative permeabilities respectively. The term, ij, describes the linear
magnetoelectric coupling coefficient. If indeed the coupling occurs linearly, it can be shown
that:
𝛼 2 ≤ 𝜀0 𝜀𝑖𝑗 𝜇0 𝜇𝑖𝑗 [Eq 1.19]
This shows that a high permittivity and high permeability magnetoelectric material is highly
desirable, and may occur concurrently with a linearly coupled material.70 A multiferroic
material is more favorable as ferroelectric and ferromagnetic compounds tend to possess a
large permittivity and permeability respectively.
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The design and synthesis of intrinsic multiferroics is not trivial as the prerequisite symmetry
and valence constraints for both ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism in a single-phase
material must be simultaneously fulfilled.72,73 The creation of a multiferroic compound sets
up an interesting and challenging synthetic dichotomy. Basically, the chemistries of ions that
tend to be magnetic in solids are different from those that tend to form electric dipoles.74 For
the metal ion to carry a magnetic moment, its valence electrons (carrying 1 μB of spinmagnetic moment each) must be arranged such that their magnetic moments do not cancel
each other out. However, in the valence shell, the band energy is optimized when the lowest
energy levels are occupied by antiparallel electrons. This competes with Hund’s rule, which
favors parallel electrons to optimize exchange energy. Therefore, a magnetic state is favored
when localized electrons can reside on the metal atom with partially filled d shells. In
perovskites, it is thought that the ferroelectric state emerges because the electron clouds of
neighboring ions hybridize, which supports off-centered ions; this type of ferroelectricity is
called displacive ferroelectricity and is particularly energetically favorable when the 3d shell
is empty. The origin is best described by a covalent character to the bonding orbital overlap
between neighboring cations and anions, mitigated by electron cloud repulsion.
Ferroelectricity is often found in transition-metal oxides, due to the interactions between the
d group metal cation and O2- anions. For example, in BaTiO3, linear combinations of atomic
oxygen p orbitals and unoccupied d (t2g) orbitals of the titanium ion can form a π-type
molecular orbital, for which overlap is promoted by distortion away from cubic symmetry,
enhancing Ti−O covalent character.75,76 Oxygen ions can form this type of dative bond with
such d0 cations, for which the electron cloud repulsion with the oxygen electrons is small.77
Therefore it is readily perceived that “d0 -ness” favors ferroelectricity in perovskites, but is a
direct contraindication with the generation of partially filled d shells that favor magnetism.
Since ferroelectrics must by definition be insulating, materials displaying metallic properties
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are disqualified. Thus, the design and synthesis method of intrinsic multiferroic materials
must take all these factors into account. This realization triggered an intensive search for
materials in which ferroelectricity is driven by other, nondisplacive mechanisms that are
compatible with magnetic order or that do not have the perovskite structure.
1.3.4 Increased Magnetization in a Hollandite Multiferroic by Fe Doping: Choice of Parent
Compound and its Variants
The discovery of a new class of multiferroics occurred in Professor O’Brien’s research group,
before I joined. Using the gel-collection method, titanium substitution with manganese was
attempted in the ferroelectric perovskite BaTiO3 (BTO) by S. Liu et al.78–80 Substitution was
successful in the gel network at near room temperature (~ 60 ºC), but additional
hydrothermal and thermal processing is required in order to acquire a fully crystallized
nanomaterial. Temperatures in the range 600-800 ºC, are enough to produce a fully
crystallized nanoceramic material, promoting M-O-M bond condensation to form a cation (e.g.
Ba2+) stabilized network of corner or edge sharing octahedra MO6n-. Residual organic groups
are also removed from the system during this processing step. The resulting material forms
a different crystal structure; a multiferroic Hollandite with the chemical formula
BaMn3Ti4O14.25 (BMT-134). Hollandite mineral oxides are of the general formula Ba(Mn4+,
Mn3+)O16. Despite the commonplace existence of these elements in the earth’s crust, a
hollandite mineral containing Ba-Mn-Ti-O was not previously documented. They possess a
channel like structure and lower symmetry (I/2m) to that of perovskites.81 BMT-134 was
observed to be ferroelectric at room temperature with frequency dependent remnant
polarizations of 0.02 and 0.04 C/m2 at 50 and 500 Hz respectively, and a clear P-E hysteresis
loop at those same frequencies.80 In addition, it was determined to be antiferromagnetic with
a Néel temperature of 120 K with an average effective magnetic moment per Mn atom of 4.4
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B.78 The room temperature ferroelectricity of the compound can be forcefully elicited with
the application of large external electric fields.
Chapter 4 reports work done that utilizes the gel-collection method to allow for the
combination of d0 and dn ions within the same structure, and through low temperature,
precursor driven synthesis, enable the generation of metastable states, and the arrival at
stable compounds that would not ordinarily have been achieved using traditional, higher
temperature solid-state synthesis methods.8,10,79,82,83 One motivation for this is the realization
that, while we might tend to think of multiferroic compounds as being ionic solid-state
compounds, it is actually through an appreciation of molecular character of the bonding, and
a molecular based reaction approach to synthesis, that we might unveil new compounds and
properties. Although substitution of atoms with a larger d-orbital occupancy within a
perovskite crystal may eliminate ferroelectricity, if displacement holds, ferroelectric and
ferromagnetic orders have the potential to exist within the same material. Additionally, it
has been shown that adding variable cations to nanocrystalline transition metal oxides may
change their magnetic behaviors.84
In my work, BMT-134 was selected as a candidate for tuning multiferroic properties as a
function of transition metal doping, and to monitor deviations in behavior from the parent
compound. Replacement of ions with other cations in magnetoelectrics and low temperature
multiferroics has been shown to change the magnetic and electrical properties of the
compounds, towards more functionality, multiferroicity and/or stronger coupling.85–88 To
modulate the ferromagnetic properties of the material towards a room temperature response,
Mn was replaced by Fe in BMT sequentially, using the same synthetic technique mentioned
earlier as ‘gel-collection’. Four products were formed: BaMn3-xFexTi4O14.25 (BMFT) with x = 1,
x = 1.5, x = 2, and x = 2.25. Henceforth, the compounds are referred to by their Fe:Mn ratios,
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for example BMFT – 1:2, where the product is BaMn2FeTi4O14.25, or BMFT – 1:1 where the
product is BaMn1.5Fe1.5Ti4O14.25. The magnetic characterization of BMT and BMFT
compounds was done at Oak Ridge National Lab, Center for Nanophase Materials Science
after a proposal I co-wrote with Prof O’Brien was accepted. Parts of the proposal are within
Appendix B. Pressed pellet capacitors were fabricated from each BMFT variant. These
capacitors can be modeled as nanocomposites, with the nanocrystals as filler and the matrix
as air. Since the nanocrystals have the same shape and size, regardless of iron content, the
fabricated capacitors were taken to have the same volume fraction of filler/host. The effective
permittivity was modeled using the Lichtenecker equation and the interphase model.17,21
These are the same models used and introduced previously, for use in 0-3 nanocomposite
capacitor characterization.
1.4 Collaboration and Internship
A collaboration with the Bandosz group at the City College of New York was successful, and
I was able to publish the paper as second-author. Barium titanate nanocrystals were
synthesized for use as photocatalysts against mustard gas surrogates in a collaboration.53
Their size and elemental distribution were characterized. In a separate project, I interned at
the lithium metal battery startup alpha-En for the optimization of their proprietary
electrochemical process and to learn relevant energy storage techniques and concepts. The
process deposits thin films of lithium metals for use as anodes in batteries.
The details of each of these projects will be discussed further in their own sections, where I
will detail specifically my contribution to the collaboration and role as an intern.
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Chapter 2: Synthesis and Characterization Techniques
2.0 Note to the Reader
The purpose of this Chapter is to introduce the general synthesis of the compounds I have
made and to discuss the characterization techniques slightly more in depth. The main
objective is to allow the reader to understand the results in Chapters 3 and 4 as they are my
main work. First the synthesis of the compounds BTO, BMT and BMFT will be discussed
followed by the relevant characterization techniques.

b

Figure 2. 1 (a)Gel-rod of perovskite synthesized using the gel-collection method, reproduced
here with permission from Ref. 37. (b) Gel-rod after drying in oven becomes a nanopowder.

2.1.1 Synthesis of BaTiO3
Barium isopropoxide (Ba[(OCH(CH3)2]2) was purchased from Alfa Aesar, titanium
isopropoxide (Ti(OCH(CH3)4)) and furfuryl alcohol (C5H6O2) were purchased from SigmaAldrich. 200 proof ethanol was purchased from Decon Laboratories, Inc. All chemicals were
used as-received without further purification. BaTiO3 nanoparticles of 8 nm diameter were
synthesized using a low temperature solvothermal technique developed in our group referred
to as gel-collection, under nitrogen atmosphere in a glovebox. The nanoparticles were
synthesized by adding stoichiometric amounts of barium isopropoxide (3.37 mmol or 0.861g)
in 40 mL of 200 proof ethanol and magnetically stirred until the powder dissolved. A molar
equivalent of titanium isopropoxide was added to the solution under stirring. A mixture of
deionized H2O and 200 proof ethanol was prepared and added under stirring. The solution
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was then transferred to a sealed container and left to age overnight. A solid gel rod began to
form after 8 h, and the container was heated to 60 °C for 12 h for condensation of the gel rod
to occur. The gel rod is then washed 3 times with 200 proof ethanol and dried in a vacuum
oven to obtain a nanopowder. A colloidal suspension of BTO is possible if the washed gel is
sonicated in an alcohol solvent and suspends most easily in ethanol. To determine the
crystallinity of BTO, powder X-ray diffraction patterns for each variant were obtained using
a PAN’alytical X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. Fig. 2.1 shows the gel-rod obtained
after synthesis and the processed nanopowder used for powder X-ray diffraction. The size
and shape of the particles were obtained using a JEOL2100 TEM and Supra 55 SEM.
2.1.2 Synthesis of BMT-134 and the BMFT Variants
In total, five different stoichiometric products (BMFT) were synthesized: BaMn3Ti4O14.25,
BaMn2FeTi4O14.25, BaMn1.5Fe1.5Ti4O14.25 and BaMnFe2Ti4O14.25, and BaMn0.75Fe2.25Ti4O14.25.
BMFT nanoparticles were synthesized using a low temperature sol-gel based method (gelcollection) developed for the synthesis of nanocrystalline transition metal oxides.52,53,79 The
precursors used were barium isopropoxide, manganese(II) acetylacetonate, iron(II)
acetylacetonate and titanium isopropoxide all from Sigma Aldrich. Product stoichiometry
was controlled by dissolving the precursors in 200-proof EtOH solvent in the desired molar
ratio. For example, in the synthesis of BaMnFe2Ti4O14.25 the molar iron content in the
precursor solution was twice as much as the manganese and barium molar content. The
compounds and their designations are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2. 1 The compounds, their acronyms, and their Fe:Mn ratios. The compounds are referred to mainly by their Fe:Mn ratios
for the remainder of the text.

Compound

Acronym

Fe:Mn

BaMn3Ti4O14.25

BMT

0:1

BaMn2FeTi4O14.25

BMFT 1:2

1:2

BaMn1.5Fe1.5Ti4O14.25

BMFT 1:1

1:1

BaMnFe2Ti4O14.25

BMFT 2:1

2:1

BaMn0.75Fe2.25Ti4O14.25

BMFT 3:1

3:1

An EtOH/H2O mixture is then added dropwise with stirring until transparent. Afterwards
the solution is autoclaved at 180°C for 48 hours until core shrinkage occurs. The result is a
gel-rod. Finally, the gel-rod is slowly heated to 800oC in a furnace to crystallize the product,
forming a nanocrystalline powder. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns for each variant were
obtained using a PAN’alytical X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The average size
of the particles was determined using a JEOL2100 transmission electron microscope. Energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used for elemental analysis mapping and to
determine the product and precursor ratio fidelity.
2.2 Powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
X-rays are scattered by the electrons in a material through an interaction between the
negatively charged electrons and the electromagnetic field of the incoming X-rays. The
electrons oscillate when interacting with the incident X-ray, emitting the same energy light,
identical in wavelength and phase. In a crystal, constructive interference depends heavily on
the angle at which they strike the atoms in the lattice and the periodic separation between
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them. The lattice plane distances, and angle of diffraction relationship can be written as
follows according to Bragg’s Law89:
2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆 [Eq. 2.1]
where dhkl is the distance between planes of index h,k,l,  is the angle of incidence (in degrees),

n is an integer value corresponding to the number of planes, and  is the wavelength of the
X-ray. Bragg’s law relates the X-ray wavelength and inter-planar spacing to the angle of
incidence of the beam. This constructive interference occurs for the multitude of atoms,
adding together for an observable intensity of diffracted light.16 Depending on what crystal
system is being investigated, Bragg’s equation can be used to directly determine h, k, and l,
allowing for the simultaneous indexing of peaks. The X-ray source shown in Fig. 2.2 is Cu K
radiation with a  = 1.5406 Å.90 In a typical powder diffractometer, the X-ray source and
detector around the circumference of a circle, with the sample held stationary at the center.
This changes the angle of incidence , with wider angle sweeps showing more peaks. As can
be seen from Eq. 2.1,  is inversely proportional to the plane distance, with the largest
distances corresponding to the smallest values of . In fact, as the distances of lattice planes
tend to decrease with increasing miller indices,
one may usually find the lowest, indivisible
indices at 2 < 80°. It is also true that at lower
values for 2, the distances may be too large, and
at these low angles, it is more difficult to exclude
noise. Therefore, a range between 20° ≤ 2 ≤ 70°
Figure 2. 2 Schematic for a typical powder

generally allows for a full determination of

diffractometer, with  corresponding to Bragg's

structure. This is the range used here for

equation. Adapted from Ref. 91.

characterization.
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2.2.1 Instrumental and Sample Preparation
In order to obtain a powder XRD pattern, a silicon sample holder was used and inserted to
the PAN’alytical stage. The powder was spread evenly above the silicon and kept at an even
height. If indeed there were portions where the sample did not cover the silicon, the holder
surface is a single plane, which only diffracts at angles above those measured.
2.3 Electron Microscopy
For the work described here, two types of electron microscopes were used which are useful in
unique ways. They are both based on the same principle of wave-particle duality, which is
the basis for their powerful magnification possibilities. The Abbe diffraction limit shows that
light with a certain wavelength, focused on a point with a particular half-angle, will have a
minimum resolvable distance of:91
𝜆

𝑑 = 2𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 [Eq. 2.2]
where  is the wavelength, n is the refractive index of the medium, and  is the half-angle of
the focused electron cone. However, as previously mentioned, the wave-particle duality of
electrons can be used here to create a much smaller resolvable distance. In fact, the de Broglie
wavelength shows that for any particle, its wavelength is inversely proportional to is
momentum:92
ℎ

ℎ

𝜆 = 𝑝 = 𝑚𝑣 [Eq. 2.3]
where  is the wavelength of the particle, m is its mass, v its velocity and h is Planck’s
constant. Finally, the velocity of an electron can be determined from its kinetic energy, as the
microscope may have a range of operating voltages:

𝑒𝑉 =

𝑚𝑣 2
2

[Eq. 2.4]
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where e is the charge of an electron,
V is the operating voltage and m is
the mass of an electron. Thus, the
wavelength of an electron may be
calculated roughly to be:
𝜆=

ℎ
√2𝑚𝑒𝑉

[Eq. 2.5]

This does not consider relativistic
effects, which are usually necessary
as the electrons tend to be moving at
speeds

of

the

same

magnitude

as

light.

order

of

Figure 2. 3 Different possible outcomes of interaction between a high energy
electron beam and a sample. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 95.

Electron

wavelengths tend to be on the order of picometers (10-12). This shrinks the minimum
resolvable distance by 100 times! Electrons also have the added benefit of interacting with
much more media than X-rays or gamma rays which may simply pass through materials.
The two main electron microscopy techniques used here are transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The resolution of a TEM is on the order of
angstroms (1x10-10 meters) and that of an SEM is 1x10-8 meters. The limits and reasons to
use each are outlined in the subsections below.
2.3.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Fig. 2.3 illustrates many possible interactions electrons may have with a material sample,
such as elastic scattering of electrons when passing through a sample. Elastic scattering is
what gives rise mainly to the diffraction of electrons when interacting with a sample, both
through isolated atoms and through scattering from many atoms together in a sample (such
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Figure 2. 4 (left) SEM micrograph of a Ba-Mn-Fe-Ti-O nanocrystal and a (right) TEM micrograph of the same sample. Illustrates
the topographical information available in SEM and how it is impossible to distinguish depth in TEM.

as a crystal lattice). For a transmission electron microscope, the most relevant electronmatter interactions that can be measured with conventional TEM detectors are those
electrons and signals which pass through, or are transmitted through the sample.93
X-rays are also emitted from the sample originating from within. This signal is also used
extensively here for energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy By using their “characteristic Xrays”, determination of elements and the ratios in which they are present is possible.94 Such
analysis is reported and the concept of energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy is explained in
a separate subsection.
TEM has a minimum resolvable distance orders of magnitude smaller than SEM. However,
this also comes at the price of losing all topographical information. The reason is analogous
to trying to gain topographical information from a shadow. The fact that the electrons are
detected after they transmit through the sample removes any backscattered or secondary
electron detection. In fact, if the electrons can transmit through the sample, it will be
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impossible to tell any variations in sample thickness as well. Therefore, in order to find
topographical information, one may use scanning electron microscopy, by trading an increase
of the minimum resolvable distance. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the most obvious difference between
SEM (left) and TEM (right).
2.3.2 TEM Sample Preparation
Samples for TEM were prepared by dispersing the nanocrystalline gel rod in 200 proof
ethanol and dropcasting the suspension on a formvar coated copper TEM grid. TEM grids
were also prepared from powder samples, whereby the grid was lightly grazed onto the
powder, with electrostatic interactions causing enough force for them to remain on the grid.
2.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
One major drawback of TEM is that it has no depth sensitivity; the images created with TEM
are averaged through the thickness of the specimen.92 The large depth of field available to
electron microscopes is what allows for the collection of 3D-like images of the surfaces in
specimens with large changes in topography. SEMs take advantage of secondary and
backscattered electrons.
2.3.4 Secondary vs Backscattered Electrons
When electrically charged particles with sufficient kinetic energy hit the surface of a solid,
the solid emits electrons. These electrons are called secondary electrons; the bombarding
electrons are primary. Said another way, secondary electrons are the result of ejection of
electrons from the surface a substance by the impact of primary electrons.95 These tend to
have greater resolution as they travel the least through any other medium than the sample
chamber. Fig. 2.4 shows an SEM micrograph of a ceramic oxide I have synthesized by gelcollection for comparison with TEM.
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Electrons can also travel further into the sample and then be scattered back into the
chamber. These are known as backscattered electrons. As they are travelling further and
through media that are not simply the chamber (they travel through the sample itself) the
resolution will suffer accordingly with irreducible error. This is advantageous however, when
comparing or determining distinct elements in a sample. Heavier elements will not allow for
as much depth penetration of the primary electron as light elements will. That means heavier
elements will appear brighter in a backscatter detector than lighter ones.
2.3.5 SEM Sample Preparation
SEM samples generally do not need much processing and may take up a large amount of
area. One must first place carbon conducting tape onto an aluminum sample holder where
the sample may then go directly, either as a powder or as a diced substrate. However, the
samples studied here are mostly highly insulating materials, which often causes extreme
charging of the sample, causing an inability to focus and irresolvable brightness. To overcome
this, samples were grounded in the following possible ways: (1) a light carbon or gold layer
was sputtered on the surface of samples (2) a conductive piece of tape or foil was connected
from the sample area directly to the aluminum base. Method (2) was also used for grounding
of XPS samples. Once grounded, the image is resolvable, and information is much more easily
obtained.
2.3.6 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS or EDX)
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) was used to check for the presence of elements
in the synthesized compounds and is used concomitantly with both SEM and TEM. It was
also used as a method of obtaining the ratios of certain elements within the compound. As
the grids used were formvar coated, it was not possible to effectively check the ratio of oxygen
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present. However, for heavier elements such as Ba, Mn, Ti, and Fe, it was indeed possible to
find their stoichiometric ratios.
In an electron microscope, the atoms on the surface of the sample are excited by the electron
beam, emitting specific wavelengths of X-rays characteristic of the atomic structure of the
elements. Both TEM and SEM have EDS capabilities with the appropriate detector installed.
When the sample is bombarded by primary electrons, electrons are ejected from the sample’s
surface. Due to the energy of the primary electrons, the ejected electrons come from the
sample’s lower/core shells. In order to fill this large energy deficiency, outer shell electrons
will drop while simultaneously emitting an X-ray of energy equal to the transition energy.
The letters N, M, L and K represent transitions with the letters referring to the shell level
itself with K representing a transition into the n = 1, L n = 2 and so on. These transitions are
sorted in order of importance using the Greek alphabet, ,  and so on. Importance is based
on signal and can be thought of as a direct n+1 → n transition, or n+2 → n transition
belonging to  and  respectively, so on and so forth. Elements with more protons will have
much lower energy inner shells. This means that as you increase the atomic number Z the
energy of the X-rays increases respectively. The characteristic energy values for elements
have been tabulated and can be determined manually or automatically using software.96
2.4 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is a spectroscopic technique used to
determine stretching and vibrations of certain functional groups and the bonds they consist
of. Rather than exciting electronic energy levels, FTIR excites vibrational, and technically
rotational energy levels.
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2.5 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Like the name implies, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is based on the photoelectric
effect, the discovery of which earned Einstein the Nobel Prize in 1921. Kai Siegbahn won the
Nobel Prize in 1981 for showing photoemission can be used as an analytical tool. Although
X-rays generally penetrate the sample further, the average depth of analysis for an XPS
measurement is approximately 3 - 10 nm with a lateral resolution of approximately 7.5 m,
limited by the length an electron will travel when released from within the sample.
Similar to EDS, the energy held within released electrons gives information on the element
that is present. Therefore, the kinetic energy of the electron is measured by the instrument.
The equation for the attenuated intensity of an emitted electron is as follows:
𝐼𝑆 = 𝐼0 𝑒 −𝑑/𝜆 [Eq. 2.6]
Where Is is the intensity of the emitted electron, I0 is the intensity of the electron as it is
released from the atom, d is the distance travelled, and  is the inelastic mean free path of
an electron in a solid. The sampling depth is defined as the depth at which 95% of all
photoelectrons are scattered before reaching the surface, which occurs at a distance of 3.
For AlK radiation,  is in the range
of 1 – 3.4 nm.97 XPS is an incredibly
strong tool for surface analysis. Fig.
2.5 shows how an XPS instrument
Figure 2. 5 Premise for how a measurement works in an XPS instrument. The sample is
bombarded with X-ray radiation and all released electrons are passed through an energy filter.

detects released electrons. X-rays
excite the sample which release

Filtration works using the momentum of the electrons, where larger momentum particles will
travel a further distance, finally arriving at the detector. The format of display can be chosen,
and most modern software allows for facile data visualization. Reproduced with permission

electrons of varying kinetic energies.
Those with a larger momentum

from Ref. 98.
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travel a longer path length through the energy filter, allowing differentiation of the electrons
and allowing for characterization of different elements. This technique is sensitive even to
small variations in binding energies of electrons which may help in determining the bonding,
oxidation state and chemical environment of the elements present within a sample. The
binding energy of the emitted electron can be found using the following equation:
K. E. = ℎ𝜈 − B. E. −𝛷 [Eq. 2.7]
where K.E. is the kinetic energy of the emitted electron, h is the energy of the X-ray photon,
B.E. is the binding energy of the electron before emission, and  is the work function of the
instrument. The work function represents the minimum energy necessary to remove an
electron from the instrument on the assumption that a conductive sample in physical contact
with the instrument is analyzed.
There is a very important phenomena to make note of when using XPS; spin-orbit coupling
which causes splitting of peaks. Spin-orbit coupling removes the l quantum number
degeneracy predicted by the hydrogen atom model of atomic energy levels. This arises from
the fact that the charged electron is constantly accelerating around a charged nucleus (or,
one can imagine the charged nucleus is accelerating around a stationary electron). This
induces a magnetic field which will interact with the quantum magnetic moment of an
electron. This interaction may be favorable and lower the overall energy level of the l orbital,
or it may increase the energy. The spin orbit-coupling quantum number can be calculated as
follows:
𝑗 = 𝑙 ± 𝑠 [Eq. 2.8]
where l is the orbital angular momentum quantum number and s is the electron spin
quantum numbers. The quantum number s can only take two values: ½ and -½. Thus, there
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are two possible combinations for every value of l and the lowest (highest absolute value of
binding energy) energy state is always that for which j is the highest. This splitting of energy
levels for l = 1,2. As a sensitive technique, XPS can determine differences in binding energies
of core electrons due to oxidation state, bonding types, and bonding ligands.98 In other words,
the removal or addition of electronic charge as a result of changes in bonding will alter the
shielding effects on the core shell electrons, either increasing, decreasing or having no effect
on their binding energies. A general and important rule of thumb is the core shell electrons
of a metal oxide will have higher binding energies than its corresponding neutral metal.
Chemical shift information is a very powerful tool for functional group, chemical
environment, and oxidation state characterization.
2.5.1 XPS Sample Preparation
All XPS measurements were performed using a Physical Electronics VersaProbe II. The
samples were loaded onto an aluminum sample holder. The nanopowders were held in place
using double sided tape and were loaded directly into the XPS chamber. Depending on the
sample different measurement parameters were used; each measurement required an initial
survey and a measurement of the C1s region, to correct the binding energies by using
adventitious carbon.
2.5.2 XPS Binding Energy Correction and Fitting
Very often it is clear that a peak does not belong to a single curve and must therefore arise
from a mixture binding energies. These different binding energy electrons may be
characterized using deconvolution techniques.
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The use of a binding energy
reference is necessary, especially
on insulating samples such as
metal oxides. One does

not

generally need to add carbon to
the material and may instead use
the

adventitious

carbon

contaminants already present on
the sample surface for binding
Figure 2. 6 The C1s region for a metal-oxide exposed to organic vapors. It is
clear from the experimental curve that a deconvolution is necessary. It is not
always so obvious that this is the case.

energy correction. The sp3 C-C
peak is corrected to the value of

284.8 eV, shifting the values of all experimental measurements to the corresponding carbon
shift. Curve fitting of improperly prepared samples or understanding of the parameters used
may lead to a fit with no meaningful representation of true physical significance. It is also
important to have knowledge of the composition and chemical state of the system in question,
as it can rule out many different and incorrect (yet technically good fits) deconvolutions. Fig.
2.6 shows an experimental C1s region curve along with the fitted peaks. It is not always so
obvious that a deconvolution is necessary and one must often use several metrics to decide to
begin a deconvolution and how to assign the peaks.99
2.6 LCR Permittivity and Impedance Measurements
The Agilent E4980 Precision LCR Meter allows for the observation of the capacitance and
dissipation factor of the fabricated capacitors, referred to as the device under test (DUT) in
the schematic. The instrument applies test signals that are known to the DUT. Measuring
the difference in test signal level and the signal level across the DUT is done as follows:
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|𝑉𝑚 | =

|𝑍𝑥 |
|𝑅𝑠𝑜 +𝑍𝑥 |

|𝐼𝑚 | =

× |𝑉𝑜𝑠𝑐 | [Eq. 2.9]

|𝑉𝑜𝑠𝑐 |
|𝑅𝑠𝑜 +𝑍𝑥 |

[Eq. 2.10]

where Vosc is the signal voltage level of the
meter, Rso is the source resistance of the meter
(a known value), Vm is the signal voltage level
across the DUT, Im is the signal current level
across the DUT, and Zx is the impedance
Figure 2. 7 Simplified model of test signal level and DUT.

corresponding only to the DUT. The source

resistance (Rso) is a known value, therefore the dissipation factor can be easily deduced. The
measurement is illustrated visually in Fig. 2.7. Since the measurement is specifically for
capacitance and the total impedance is measured, the capacitive reactance is also known.
Finally, using this value, the capacitance itself can be displayed as the frequency is known
and dependent on the measurement parameters the user sets.
2.6.1 Sample Preparation
Samples are prepared as metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors. Capacitors were prepared
in two ways, illustrated by Fig. 2.8: 1) thin metal films were deposited thermally and the
insulating layer was deposited
via spin-coating, 2) silver epoxy
was used as the contact, with
pressed pellets or polymerized
pellet
Figure 2. 8 MIM in (left) thin film form, and (right) pressed pellet and silver
epoxy.

composites

as

the

insulating material.
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2.7 Magnetic Property Measurement System SQUID
Magnetic

property

measurement

system

(MPMS) relies on the
use

of

a

superconducting
Figure 2. 9 (left) Drinking straw where the sample is placed for measurement using an MPMS. (right)
Adequate centering of the SQUID response vs the position of the vibrating sample. Reproduced from Ref.
101.

quantum

inference

device

(SQUID)

magnometer. SQUIDs can measure incredibly low currents which occur due to minimal
vibrations of small quantities of material present within the sample chamber, often with very
small magnetization and magnetic moments. The instrument reaches temperature of liquid
helium and indeed liquid helium is necessary to keep the instrument cooled and to ensure
the superconducting magnets do not ever lose their magnetization as the superconducting
magnet may heat during current flow. The sample is first placed into a plastic straw after
weighing, shown in Fig. 2.9 (left).100 The sample must first be centered so that the signal may
be adequately amplified and also
detected. Fig. 2.9 (right) illustrates a
correctly centered sample. The curve
should be symmetric and the typical
vibration within the sample chamber is
3.0 cm. The sample moves through
magnetic coils, causing the voltage
response shown.100 All MPMS M-T and
M-H curves were performed in Oak
Figure 2. 10 Overview of the SQUID magnetometer, MPMS.
Reproduced from Ref. 101.

Ridge National Lab, which is a DOE
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Office of Science User Facility. Fig. 2.10 shows the sample space, including the sample
transport column and the SQUID magnetometer. There is a temperature sensor which is part
of a feedback loop and it allows for variations in temperature. In order to obtain access to the
ORNL facilities, I wrote a research proposal along with my advisor Professor Stephen
O’Brien. The proposal is detailed in the Appendix. Once accepted I spent two weeks in
September 2017 and one week in March 2019, working at the Center for Nanophase
Materials Science on the ORNL campus.
2.8 Mossbauer Spectroscopy
Mossbauer was discovered in 1958 by Rudolf L. Mossbauer when he observed the recoil-free
emission and resonant absorption of gamma radiation associated with transitions in nuclear
isotopes.101 Recoil-free gamma emission is possible when an emitting nucleus belongs to an
atom bound in a solid, which may act as a rigid body in absorbing the recoil. Since the recoil
is “spread” throughout the entire mass of the solid, which is massive compared to the mass
of the emitting nucleus, the recoil is negligibly small.102 There are relatively few nuclei that
are suitable for Mossbauer studies due to the requirements of a half-life that allows a high
specific activity with a reasonable useful period, a single -ray transition, and the absorbing
nucleus must be a stable isotope of an important/practical chemical element. The energy
matching of the nuclear state and photon energy has to be incredibly exact for significant
absorption to take place.103 I used Mossbauer to determine the room temperature magnetic
properties and chemical environment of my Fe containing oxide nanoparticles. This was done
in collaboration with Professor Sunil Dehipawala at CUNY Queens College. I met Dr.
Dehipawala at the 2016 ACS Mid-Atlantic Regional Meeting where we discussed the
possibility of collaboration after I gave an oral presentation.
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Mossbauer spectroscopy can be used to observe shifts in nuclear energy levels as little as 107

eV, which may occur due to binding geometry, or oxidation state. Therefore, it is an

incredibly useful tool to probe the local chemical environment of certain elements. Shifts in
energy that small may be observed using the Doppler effect to shift the energy of the gamma
photons to that of the new and shifted energy level of the absorbing atom. The source is put
in motion (at speeds of approximately -1 to 1 mm/s) in order to take advantage of the Doppler
effect.
Mossbauer spectroscopy is a nuclear technique, exciting energy levels of atomic nuclei rather
than electrons, as in most conventional spectroscopic techniques. This technique gives
information on the oxidation state and the coordination environment of the element in
question. There are three hyperfine interactions that are possible and which give information
on the oxidation state, geometry and magnetism of the sample: 1) isomer shift, 2) magnetic
dipole interaction and 3) the electric quadrupole interaction.104
2.8.1 Isomer Shift
The isomer shift (IS) value is related to a change
in the chemical state or environment of the
absorber relative to the emitter. This provides a
probe for the overall chemical environment of the
sample in question, and can be used to determine
the oxidation state. This is because it relates to
the electronic charge density at the nucleus; any
Figure 2. 11 Arbitrary measurement demonstrating

difference in the s-electron environment between

isomer shift toward higher velocity. Adapted from Ref.

the source and the absorber thus produces a shift

105.

in the resonance energy of the transition. Fig.
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2.11 shows what occurs when the oxidation/valence state of the sample is different from a
chosen reference.
2.8.2 Quadrupole Splitting
Nuclear energy states with an angular momentum
quantum number l > ½ have a non-spherical charge
distribution and therefore a change in symmetry. In
an

Figure 2. 12 Illustration of the splitting nuclear energy

asymmetric

electric
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ligand

distribution

seen

field,

caused

arrangement
often

in

or

transition

by

an

charge
metal

complexes, this splits the once degenerate nuclear

level into two. This is caused by a non-spherical

excited energy level into two.105 Illustrated in Fig.

charge distribution. Adapted from Ref. 105.

2.12, this is gives rise to quadrupole splitting (QS),

the extent of which can determine the bonding geometry of the metal in question, as this
phenomenon arises due to the distribution of electron orbitals, which is directly correlated to
the geometry of the complex.
2.8.3 Magnetic Dipole Splitting
Fig. 2.13 illustrates the effect of magnetic dipole splitting
on a Mossbauer spectrum. The nuclear energy levels of an
atom may also change depending on the magnetic field.
Any nucleus is exposed to several magnetic field sources
intrinsically, due to the atom’s own partially filled
electron shells. If the atom has spontaneously aligned
Figure 2. 13 Illustration of magnetic splitting in
the nuclear energy levels. Adapted from Ref.

spins (such is the case in a ferromagnetic material), then
the nucleus is exposed to a significant field and will split

105.
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into 2l + 1 energy states (l being the nuclear spin quantum number). This splitting gives
information on the magnetic moment orientation and magnetic ordering types.105
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Chapter 3: 0-3 Nanocomposite Capacitors: Maximization of the
Effective Permittivity Through Control at the Interface
In this study, 0−3 nanocomposites were fabricated, with well-defined components, in order to
produce a high performance dielectric with a stable capacitance up to 2 MHz, with concurrent
low loss, low ESR, and high voltage tolerance. This dielectric layer was then analyzed both
experimentally and using two effective medium approximations to determine further the
contribution of the components to the effective permittivity of the device. I selected ultrafine
nanocrystals of BaTiO3 (BTO) as the filler, using modified sol−gel methods to produce highly
crystalline nanoparticles with relatively narrow size distributions.33 BTO nanocrystals with
an average diameter of 8 nm were synthesized. Structural characterization (XRD, TEM)
confirm phase, and that they are individual single crystal nanoparticles. XPS confirms only
barium, titanium, and oxygen are present ruling out the possibility of elemental impurities.
XPS show a change in barium and titanium chemical environments in the nanocomposites
when compared to those in pure BTO. These changes manifest in a relative reduction of
surface carbonate impurities and in a reduction of surface oxygen vacancies, corroborated by
reduction in titanium oxidation state diversity. Measurements of the O 1s region in
composites show a reduction in surface oxygen vacancies, providing further proof of covalent
bonding between poly(furfuryl alcohol) (PFA) and surface BTO titanium atoms. Direct
covalent bonding to the BTO surface ensures particle contact does not occur, preventing field
concentration in the matrix near the nanoparticle surface. FTIR shows an increase in
microenvironments for certain PFA and BTO peaks as well as an increase in Ti-O vibrations
after nanocomposite fabrication when compared to its constituents. Nanocrystals of BTO at
these dimensions are considered to be paraelectric, due to the theoretically predicted and
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experimentally verified size-dependent suppression of ferroelectricity, also supported by XRD
and Raman which indicated the phase of BTO is cubic.106 The choice to be below the
ferroelectric limit, and to utilize single crystal nanoparticles, allows for a filler that is high in
dielectric constant and low in hysteretic loss. This enables impedance measurements to be
performed up to high frequencies on a nanocomposite free from hysteretic loss, while still
attempting to optimize the contribution of higher permittivity from the high-k nanocrystal
filler. Effective medium approximations were used to compare this with similar
nanocomposite systems. It was found that the high effective permittivity could not be
attributed to the combination of two components alone, rather the creation of a hybrid
nanocomposite possessing its own dielectric behavior. A nondispersive medium was selected
to focus on the frequency dependent permittivity of the 8 nm barium titanate nanocrystals.
Experimental corroboration with known theory is evident until a specific volume fraction (νf
≈ 0.3) where, due to a sharp increase in the effective permittivity, approximations fail to
adequately describe the nanocomposite medium.
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Figure 3. 1 The gel-rod is shown (left) with an inset showing the suspension of BTO in FA. The
suspension is placed on the custom mold, shown (right), with the inset of a flake used as the
dielectric medium.

3.1. Fabrication and Characterization of 0-3 Nanocomposite Capacitors
To obtain nanocomposite of filler volume fraction 0.15 ≤ f ≤ 0.37 the gel rod obtained from
the synthesis of 8 nm barium titanate nanoparticles is sonicated in furfuryl alcohol after
washing with 200 proof ethanol, with concentrations ranging from 20 to 40 mg/mL BTO/FA.
Varying volumes of the suspensions were deposited into a Teflon mold which was designed
and machined specifically for nanocomposite fabrication. This process is displayed in Fig. 3.1.
The composite capacitors were fabricated in two different ways, depending on the desired
volume fraction of the filler. This is because the main method used (the suspension method)
could not reliably produce composites with 0.41 ≤ f ≤ 0.50. The barium titanate gel rod is
washed three times with 200 proof ethanol and dried in a vacuum oven to obtain a
nanopowder. This nanopowder was used to fabricate pressed pellets whereupon furfuryl
alcohol was dropcasted. The pressed pellets were prepared using a Cyky 12T Laboratory
manual powder metallurgy press. Both pressed pellet and suspended particle capacitors used
MG chemicals silver conductive epoxy as contacts. LCR measurements were performed on all
samples to obtain the frequency dependent permittivity of the nanocomposites. Capacitance
and loss tangent were measured over 500 Hz to 1 MHz using an Agilent E4980 Precision LCR
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Meter. Morphology was obtained using TEM and SEM. FTIR spectroscopy was carried out
using a PerkinElmer system. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a
Physical Electronics VersaProbe II. Samples for TEM were prepared by dispersing the
nanocrystalline gel rod in 200 proof ethanol and dropcasting the suspension on a carbon
coated copper TEM grid. TEM micrographs were recorded on a JEOL 2100 microscope. SEM
surface and cross sectional analysis was performed on a Supra 55 SEM.
3.2 Morphological and Structural Characterization of the Nanocomposites
The BTO nanoparticles aggregate within the composites as can be seen in Fig. 3.2 (a) and (b).
At filler volume fractions above 0.37 the aggregates become much more closely packed, and
the surface of the composites becomes rougher. At first glance it may seem the aggregated
particles are touching, however, this is not the case. Fig. 3.2 (b) and (d) shows a grinded

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3. 2 (a) SEM micrograph of BTO/PFA nanocomposite with volume fraction f = 0.31. (b) SEM micrograph of
BTO/PFA nanocomposite with volume fraction f = 0.41. (c) TEM micrograph of the same BTO/PFA nanocomposite with
f = 0.31. (d) TEM micrograph of a BTO/PFA nanocomposite with f = 0.41.
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a)

b)

Figure 3. 3 (a) Indexed X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern and (b) TEM micrograph of as-synthesized barium titanate nanoparticles.
Inset shows a single particle, demonstrating its crystallinity.

portion of a BTO/PFA nanocomposite under TEM. Although BTO nanocrystals are within
very close proximity of each other, they are in fact not in contact. Figure 3.2 (d) shows the
homogeneity of the composite throughout a larger volume. The X-ray powder diffraction
(PXRD) pattern, displayed in Fig. 3.3, shows a single-phase crystalline perovskite pattern.
The TEM micrograph (right) shows uniform size and quasi-uniform shape of the barium
titanate nanoparticles with an average diameter of 8 nm. The inset of Fig. 3.3 shows each
particle is single-crystal.
3.3 XPS and FTIR
XPS and FTIR were performed to investigate particle−polymer interactions at the particle
surface. XPS readily gives information on metal oxidation states as well as the binding
energies of the elements in question. Peak deconvolution with reference to expected literature
values allows separation of surface and inner chemical species for elements such as titanium
and barium. Here, XPS gives evidence for change in relative amounts of surface barium and
a change in surface oxidation state for titanium. XPS measurements of pure BTO and a
BTO/PFA nanocomposite were obtained for comparison. The fitted Ba 3d5/2 spectrum for the
pure nanoparticles shows 2 peaks (Fig. 3.4 (b)). Barium in barium titanate is known to exist
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Figure 3. 4 XPS spectra of BaTiO3 barium in (a) f = 0.41 nanocomposite, (b) as-synthesized BTO and (c) titanium in a f = 0.41
nanocomposite and (d) as-synthesized BTO. Dashed lines show the fitted curves.

in lattice and surface/vacancy states,  and , respectively.99,107,108 The lowest binding energy
peak at 778.72 eV corresponds to  (lattice) barium with the peak at 780.16 eV arising due
to  (surface) barium. The  peak is also sometimes attributed to Ba vacancy point defects on
the surface.109,110 Fig. 3.4 (a) and (b) shows dashed lines corresponding to lattice and surface
barium. Fig. 3.4 (b) shows the pure BTO Ba 3d5/2 region. The Ba 3d5/2 region for a f = 0.41
nanocomposite is shown in Fig. 3.4 (a). This region contains the same two peaks
corresponding to  (bulk) and  (surface) barium; 778.87 and 780.25 eV, respectively. The
relative amounts of the surface barium have changed. The deconvolution of the barium region
for the nanocomposite shows a decrease in surface/vacancy barium when compared to pure
BTO. This is an indication that the barium surface vacancy defects have been passivated and
that surface barium is now in a more favorable environment, most likely due to oxygen from
PFA, which is now surrounding the particles. Titanium 2p deconvolution of the pure BTO
shows two separate peaks, corresponding to lattice and surface titanium, shown in Fig. 3.4
(d). The lower binding energy peak, indicated by the rightmost dashed line, corresponds to
surface Ti3+ which occurs to balance the charge due to oxygen vacancies in barium titanate.111
Oxygen vacancies in barium titanate are a native defect, known to exist in ferroelectric
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 3. 5 XPS regions of C1s and O1s (rows), for as-synthesized barium titanate (first column) poly(furfuryl alcohol)
only (second column), and a BTO/PFA nanocomposite (3rd column).

ceramics.112,113 The dashed line at 457.78 eV corresponds to Ti4+.32 The most conclusive
evidence of direct bonding to the PFA matrix is the Ti 2p region shown in Fig. 3.4 (c); the
asymmetry of the experimental curve disappears, due to the removal of Ti3+ while only Ti4+
remains. The disappearance of the Ti3+ due to oxygen vacancies illustrates these vacancies
were localized to the nanoparticle surface. The posited attachment of PFA onto the BTO
nanoparticle surface is shown by both the barium and especially the titanium XPS
measurement. XPS analysis of the C 1s and O 1s regions of the nanoparticles and composite
provided additional data pertaining to the nature of the surface, and presence of chemical
groups following grafting of the polymer to the BTO.
Curve fitting of the C1s spectrum of adventitious carbon shows three total peaks of increasing
binding

energy,

corresponding

to

saturated

hydrocarbons,

alcohols/esters,

and

carbonate/carboxylate respectively. Fig. 3.5 (a) shows the C1s region for as-synthesized
barium titanate. The observance of a peak corresponding to alcohols at ~286.0 eV is expected
as the surface of the BTO nanoparticles have been previously characterized, showing
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evidence of surface hydroxyl/alkoxyl groups.8,10,33 A carbonate peak can be seen at ~288.27 eV
which is due to the affinity for CO2 on the BTO surface.108,114–119 Barium carbonate can either
exist as discrete particles or as a continuous surface layer.107 Here, it is postulated to exist as
a continuous surface layer, coated onto the BTO nanoparticles, due to only single phase BTO
evident in the X-ray pattern. Fig. 3.5 (b) shows the C1s region for pure poly(furfurlyl alcohol)
(PFA). This region contains peaks for both sp2 and adventitious carbon, corresponding to
283.890 eV and 284.80 eV curves respectively. Similar to the O1s region for pure BTO,
alcohol/ester and carboxyl group peaks can also be found at 286.04 eV and 287.70 eV
respectively. Here, the alcohol/ester peak arises due to both terminal hydroxyl groups and
the ester oxygen contained within the furan ring. The carboxyl peak is due to the hybrid
nature of this ring oxygen as it is not purely sp3, and from any atmospheric CO2 as well as
any trapped formaldehyde which is a byproduct of main chain polymerization, shown in
Scheme 1.1. Fig. 3.5 (c) shows the C1s XPS region for a f = 0.31 BTO/PFA nanocomposite.
The carbon spectrum shows the sum of the pure BTO and pure PFA carbon peaks. As can be
seen, the peak at approximately 283.9 eV corresponds to sp2 carbon arising from PFA. The
peak at 284.80 eV corresponds to adventitious carbon and its obvious increase relative to
other peaks comes from the summation of the adventitious carbon from pure BTO and PFA.
Alcohol/ester and carboxyl peaks are also present at higher binding energies. The O1s region
for as-synthesized BTO is displayed in Fig. 3.5 (d). The deconvolution shows three underlying
peaks. The lowest binding energy peak is attributed to lattice oxygen (Ti-O-Ti) at 529.00 eV.
The characteristic peak for surface/vacancy oxygen is contained within this region at
approximately 530.10eV.109 For high surface area oxide nanoparticles, surface oxygen will be
present in large relative amounts. Finally, a peak at 531.6 eV is present, due to the organic
contribution of surface/adventitious carbon.120 Fig. 3.5 (e) shows the O1s deconvolution of
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PFA yields two peaks; one at
531.54 eV corresponding to C=O
bonded oxygen, and another at
532.79 eV corresponding to C-O.
The peaks are similar in ratio
due to the hybrid nature of the
oxygen within the furan ring. Its
resonance structure shows that
each
Figure 3. 6 (a) FTIR of pure PFA, (b) BTO/PFA nanocomposite of f = 0.41, and (c)

aromatic

mixture

of

oxygen

C-O

and

is

a

C=O

pure BTO. Dashed vertical lines are used to emphasize regions of difference
between pure components and nanocomposite.

bonding.

Terminal

hydroxyl

groups on the PFA chain also contribute to the C-O bonding peal at 532.79 eV.121–123 Fig. 3.5
(f) shows the O1s XPS region for the nanocomposite. The XPS of O1s corresponding to the
BTO/PFA nanocomposites shows peaks for lattice oxygen (528.89 eV), surface/vacancy
oxygen (530.34 eV), C=O, possible carbonate (531.79 eV) and C-O (532.86 eV). Thus, the peak
at 531.79 eV most likely contains peaks for both the C=O and carbonate species present in
the pure polymer and BTO respectively. The contribution of lattice oxygen peak when
compared to the oxygen vacancies region doubles in the composite, indicating a reduction in
such vacancies, due to the bonding of the terminal oxygen of the polymer with the BTO
nanoparticle surface.
FTIR was performed to find evidence for change in the local chemical environment of the
nanocomposites when compared to the individual components. The FTIR spectrum of PFA,
BTO, and a BTO/PFA nanocomposite is shown in Fig. 3.6. The pure BTO spectrum, Fig. 3.6
(c) shows a strong and broad peak in the 3500−3400 cm−1 region, which arises from
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characteristic surface hydroxyl and water stretching.114,118 Peaks at 2965 and 2930 cm−1
correspond to antisymmetric -CH3 and antisymmetric -CH2 stretches respectively, which
have been previously characterized as attached surface hydrocarbons, in the form of −OR
groups (R = CH3, CH2CH3, CH(CH3)2).116 The surface hydroxyl and alkoxyl peaks remain even
after heating in a vacuum oven for 2 days at 100 °C, indicating that these groups are strongly
adsorbed to the surface of the BTO nanoparticles. At 1558 cm−1 a peak arises from the
complex of alkoxy groups and Ti on the surface of BTO nanoparticles.10,124 Several peaks point
to the presence of CO32− which is commonly found on the BTO surface;108 the peaks at 1758
cm−1 (C=O), and 1425 cm−1 (symmetric COO stretch) arise, due to the strong affinity of CO2
and BTO at this size regime.114–116,118 The peaks shown at 1055 and 1018 cm−1 are attributed
to alkoxy groups attached to titanium ions in BTO.115,125 The broad peak at 570 cm−1 is due
to O−Ti−O lattice vibrations in the BTO crystal.10,108 In the PFA spectrum, Fig. 3.6 (a), the
peak at 3440 cm−1 belongs to −OH of the hydroxymethyl group.126 The pure PFA spectrum
contains bands at wavenumbers characteristic of alkenes and furan rings. Specifically, the
band at 3124 cm−1 is indicative of furan rings, and the band at 793 cm−1 is attributed to 2,5disubstituted furan rings, an indication that −CH2− bridging has occurred on the main chain
of PFA, shown in Scheme 1.1, step 3.126,127 The peak at 2923 cm−1 corresponds to bridging
methylene groups between furan rings, further corroborating polymerization.128 The
BTO/PFA spectrum corresponds to a 0.41 filler volume fraction nanocomposite. In the
nanocomposite spectrum of Fig. 3.6 (c) the 2921 cm−1 peak broadens. New and unique
bonding, postulated to be at the interface of particle and polymer, explains the broadening of
the bridging methylene group absorption peaks. PFA =C−O−C= groups can be identified
using the peaks at 1064 and 1010 cm−1. The broad −OH stretching at ∼3500 cm−1 is still
visible, corresponding mostly to surface hydroxyl groups. The broad shape of this peak,
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emphasized by the leftmost dashed line in Fig. 3.6, corresponds to hydrogen bonded hydroxyl
groups, an increase when compared to pure PFA, due to increased possibilities of bonding at
interfaces, i.e., polymer−polymer and polymer−particle. Peaks from PFA are visible in the
3100− 2800 cm−1 region, corresponding to furan rings, bridging methylene groups, and other
alkane groups. More striking is the broadening of the peaks near 1558 cm−1, emphasized by
a dashed line, which indicate there are new titanium complexes being formed postprocessing,
namely those of particle surface and polymer. Possible interactions include direct covalent
bonding of PFA hydroxyl groups to surface titanium as well as weak interaction between Ti
and the sp2 carbon atoms of the furan ring. Bonding is supported from the XPS measurements
of the Ti 2p region discussed in the previous subsection. FTIR also shows how the in situ
polymerization of PFA not only anchors the polymer onto the surface, but it immobilizes the
polymer matrix. Sharpening of the band at 1380 cm−1 in the nanocomposite, indicated by
another dashed line, corresponds to a −CH ring deformation129 which is due to immobilized
furan rings, kept rigid due to main chain and cross-linking polymerization a key contribution
to the stability of the dielectric constant in BTO/PFA nanocomposites as is discussed in the
next section.
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3.4 LCR Measurements, Dielectric Characterization and EMA Fitting

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3. 7 (a) Permittivity vs frequency of nanocomposites; permittivity shown on left-axis, f shown on right. (b) Loss tangent
of nanocomposites, f on left shown only for pellet capacitors. (c) Permittivity vs f at varying frequencies, showing extremely
low frequency dependence. (d) Permittivity vs f of measured PFA system compared with EMAs and a previously reported
permittivity at 1 kHz.

Capacitance measurements were made over a frequency range of 500 Hz−2 MHz (Fig. 3.7).
The effective permittivity was compared at four frequencies: 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 100 kHz, 1 MHz.
At lower frequencies interstitial void space, trapped moisture, and electrode−dielectric
interface can contribute to charge effects.8 Indeed, barium titanate derived capacitors often
display strong frequency dispersion behaviors.130 However, the near constant values for all
frequencies show these contributions are minimized for this system. All experimental values
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of the permittivity are averages of multiple (3−5) Teflon mold created capacitors. The final
values corresponding to f > 0.37 in Fig. 3.7 (a) were obtained using pellet capacitors. These
values show a higher frequency dependence, attributed to incomplete furfuryl alcohol
monomer infiltration of the pellet, anticipated due to the unique processing technique, and
further testament to the benefit of mold-based processing. The pellet capacitors were
necessary to achieve f > 0.37. At this volume fraction (f > 0.37) increasing the concentration
of BTO in the barium titanate/furfuryl alcohol suspensions did not increase the overall
permittivity and showed a drastic increase in the dissipation. This is most likely related to
particle−particle interaction, favoring agglomeration at a certain point within the
suspension. This agglomeration does not occur in the pellet formed capacitors. The reason
behind this is that the pressure used to press the capacitors together was not enough to
prevent infiltration of the furfuryl alcohol monomer, while the electrostatic interaction of
close or neighboring BTO nanoparticles are no longer competing with the forces common to
suspensions including hydrodynamic forces, capillary forces, and Brownian motion. This
comes with a compromise of the frequency-insensitive behavior. Fig. 3.7 (a) and (b) shows the
incredible stability of the nanocomposites over the measured frequency range. Evidence of
covalent bonding explains the stability of the permittivity. It is postulated that cross-linked,
bound PFA prevents rotational contributions to the dissipation factor. PFA attachment and
replacement of surface groups (hydroxyl, ethanol, isopropyl) further reduces significant
rotational contributions to the dissipation factor.10 Anchored PFA on the nanoparticle surface
allows interfacial polarization to increase the effective permittivity as the space between filler
and host becomes homogenized via a shared electron linkage. Processing temperatures, both
for contact and active material, have been shown to influence the dispersive properties of
permittivity and dissipation. Recent literature has reported a processing temperature
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dependence on sputtered barium titanate films.131,132 Larger temperatures resulted in more
dispersive capacitors. Here, the devices are processed at temperatures 70−90 °C, a
temperature well below the lowest used in the just cited literature technique (∼350 °C).
Lower temperatures may suppress interdiffusion at the film−electrode interface which is a
major contribution to capacitor device dissipation.
By

functionalizing

the

Maxwell−Wagner

interface,
interfacial

contributions to the permittivity can be
designed and taken advantage of. Fig.
3.8 shows that the effective permittivity
of

the

nanocomposite

capacitors

overcomes the theoretically predicted
upper bound of the capacitors, due to the
Figure 3. 8 Effective permittivity vs filler volume fraction, showing the

soft-percolation regime. It is a meta-

upper and lower theoretical bounds for the nanocomposite, with the
experimental values shown in black. This displays the permittivity

stable state which cannot is easily

values obtained here are due to an interaction between filler and host,

destroyed, shown at volume fractions

rather than a simple rule of mixing.

above 0.41. Fig. 3.8 also demonstrates

that increasing the volume fraction of nanoparticle filler increases the effective permittivity
of the nanocomposites. However, this is only true until a critical filler volume fraction,
whereupon any increase in filler will have an adverse influence on the effective permittivity,
due to increasing residual porosity and void space.27,28 This occurs at a volume fraction
approximately 0.1 below that of previously reported critical volume fractions.13,23,35 This is
most likely due to the increased sensitivity inherent in the homogenized nanocomposite
matrix when compared to conventional BTO nanocomposites. Since the increased
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permittivity is due to an interfacial polymer polarization and functionalized interface, any
porosity or void space has severe consequences on the effective permittivity of the
nanocomposite capacitor.
The points shown in Fig. 3.7 (d) were taken at 1 kHz. Although experiment and
approximations match at lower volume fractions, there is a sudden and rapid increase in the
effective permittivity at f > 0.33. This jump may be explained by the increase in particle
agglomeration as the packing density increases. Although nanoparticles form aggregates
(displayed in Fig. 3.2), these particles are not in contact with each other due to the in situ
polymerization and therefore do not lose any particle−polymer interfacial surface area. This
large surface area as well as the densification of agglomerates causes the effective
permittivity to increase. In the references, an intrinsic dielectric constant of 84 was obtained
for BTO and is used for both Eq. 1.15 and 1.16.23,133 The nanocomposite effective dielectric
constant is much higher than that of the commercial reference,23 and is much higher than
the permittivity calculated by the Lichtenecker equation and interphase model at much lower
values of f. The nanocomposites reach a critical volume fraction at lower values which is due
to the homogenization of the nanocomposite medium, supported by XPS and FTIR data. Due
to this homogenization, the medium is highly sensitive to the effect of porosity, which is
known to occur as filler volume fraction increases, discussed in the Introduction. The
interphase model which considers inherent void space, theoretically predicted to exist to some
extent at all volume fractions, yields values that are too low when compared to the
experimentally measured effective permittivities. Here the comparison with the reference is
not perfect; the matrix used was PVDF-HFP, with εr = 11.9, which should inherently increase
the effective permittivity. However, as can be seen in Fig. 3.7 (c) and (d), there is a point
where the BTO/PFA nanocomposites have an effective permittivity above that of the values
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shown in the references (f > 0.33). This is also where a sharp gradient change is apparent.
This “gradual knee”, is consistent with the theoretical predictions of Calame et al., and in
the similarly observed range of f = 0.35 − 0.50.134 The reason for the jump in permittivity is
the onset of microscopic percolation, occurring for random sphere packing in clusters. The
clusters of particles can extend polarization over a longer than individually dispersed
nanoparticles length scale within the dielectric, giving rise to an increase in the effective
permittivity. This is to be contrasted with macroscopic percolation occurring at higher f and
to a detrimental effect−macroscopic percolation reaches the electrodes causing leakage and
reducing voltage tolerance. It would also occur more easily in an ordered packing array. In
other words, localized groups of spheres within the polymer matrix increase the overall
effective permittivity of the composite. I attribute the experimental observations of a marked
jump in effective permittivity around f = 0.35−0.50 to the same effect. For any
nanocomposite, there is a breakdown critical volume fraction of filler. In the case of the 0-3
nanocomposite BTO/PFA capacitors, this critical volume fraction is lower, due to the softpercolation regime just illustrated.
Measurements of the effect of an
externally applied electric field on
the

polarizability

measurement)

of

a

(P-E
BTO/PFA

nanocomposite were performed. This
was done using an LC II Precision
Ferroelectric and Polarization tester.
Figure 3. 9 P-E curve of a BTO/PFA nanocomposite, displaying behavior of a
linear dielectric.

Fig 3.9 is a linear regression fitting
of the data with incredibly strong
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Table 3. 1 P-E curve data from BTO/PFA 0-3 nanocomposites displaying behavior of a linear dielectric.
FREQ

()

SLOPE (C/cmkV)

PMAX (C/cm2)

EMAX (kV/cm)

0.1 Hz

2.03E-3

23.7

0.00596

2.84

1 Hz

2.07E-3

23.7

0.00592

2.84

10 Hz

2.07E-3

23.7

0.00585

2.84

100 Hz

2.07E-3

23.7

0.00587

2.84

evidence of a relationship between the external field and the polarization. Some other values
are shown, which are also displayed in Table 3.1 which shows experimental values at various
frequencies, including the maximum polarization (Pmax), maximum applied field (Emax), slope
and frequency dependent electric susceptibility (()) of the same composite at varying
frequencies. This further corroborates the extreme stability of the nanocomposites, in the
soft-percolation regime.
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Chapter 4: Increased Magnetization in a Hollandite Multiferroic by Fe
Doping: Structural, Magnetic and Dielectric Characterization of
Nanocrystalline BaMn3-xFexTi4O14.25
Discovery of new multiferroic oxides that exhibit coupled ferromagnetic and ferroelectric
properties is of great interest for the design of functional magnetoelectrics, in which research
is driven by the long-term technological prospect of controlling ferromagnetic hysteresis with
an electric field and vice versa. BaMn3Ti4O14.25 (BMT-134) is a recently discovered singlephase multiferroic complex oxide of particular interest because it introduces the hollandite
supergroup as a family of candidate structures for multiferroic behavior. To modulate
magnetic properties, BMT-134 was doped with Fe using the gel-collection method. The parent
compound and four substituted variations were synthesized: BaMn3Ti4O14.25 (BMT) and
BaMn3-xFexTi4O14.25 (BMFT) with x = 1, x = 1.5, x = 2, and x = 2.25. The approach afforded a
nanocrystalline product, with control over structure and morphology, while successfully
allowing increasing amounts of iron. High product-precursor fidelity was observed. All
variants belong to the same hollandite I4/m crystal class as BMT-134 and Fe confirmed by
powder XRD. Electron microscopy (TEM, EDS and SEM) provided characterization of the
microstructure and elemental composition. Mossbauer spectroscopy was used to probe the
local chemical environment of Fe present within the crystal; oxidation state and bonding
geometry was determined. The BMFT material system was characterized magnetically as a
function of temperature and applied magnetic field: M-T and M-H curves were obtained (by
MPMS) and allowed the determination of Curie/Weiss constants through fitting and low
temperature hysteresis respectively. The Weiss constant becomes increasingly positive as Fe
is added until an observed inflection point, indicative of an antiferromagnetic to
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paramagnetic short-range interaction transition. The frequency dependent dielectric
permittivity of the series of BMFT compounds with differing Fe concentration, was obtained
on MIM structures prepared from pressed pellets with a nanostructured morphology. The
results show how Fe concentration can directly influence dielectric behavior. Dielectric
constants ranging from 100 – 1000 (low frequencies) to 25 – 40 (high frequencies) were
observed. Effective medium approximations were used to model the intrinsic permittivity of
the nanocomposite prepared in each case.
4.1 Experimental Methods
The synthesis of BMT and BMFT is detailed in section 2.1.2. Scheme 4.1 below shows the
formation of BMT and BMFT after the reaction of acac and alkoxy precursors after heating
under pressure and sintering at 700oC. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns for each variant
were obtained using a PAN’alytical X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The average
size of the particles was determined using a JEOL2100 transmission electron microscope.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used for elemental analysis mapping and to
determine the product and precursor ratio fidelity.
The compounds were pressed into pellets at 20MPa, using a Cyky 12T laboratory manual
powder metallurgy press machine. The pellets were used to fabricate metal-insulator-metal
(MIM) capacitors. Silver epoxy (80% conductive material) was mixed onto a glass substrate
Scheme 4. 1 (top) Reaction of Ba, Mn, Ti and water to create BMT-134. (bottom) Reaction of Ba, Mn, Fe, Ti and water to create
BMFT.
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Figure 4. 1 (a) XRD pattern comparisons of BMFT variants. (b) TEM micrograph of an iron
containing crystal, showing atomic columns. (c) Hollandite crystal structure viewed along
the c-axis. (d) TEM micrograph showing nanocrystal morphology.

whereupon the pellets were then placed. Finally, an upper layer of silver epoxy was placed
on top of the pellet, forming the second metal contact. The capacitance and dielectric loss of
the pellets were measured within the frequency range of 100Hz – 2MHz, using an Agilent
4294A Precision Impedance Analyzer.
Mossbauer spectra were collected using See-Co model W-302 spectrometer in transmission
mode with Co57 source in Rh matrix. Iron oxidation state and room temperature magnetic
ordering of the BMFT compounds were obtained. A quantitative ratio of octahedral to
tetrahedral coordinated iron within the materials was also obtained.
M-T field-cooling (FC) and zero field-cooling (ZFC) curves at fixed applied magnetic field and
M-H curves at fixed temperature were obtained. I performed magnetic measurements for this
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research at the Center for Nanophase Materials Sciences, which is a DOE office of Science
User Facility, part of Oak Ridge National Lab, Oak Ridge, TN. MPMS gives low to room
temperature magnetic information. Curie-Weiss fits were obtained for all compounds.
4.2 Physical Characterization of BMT and BMFT
Table 4. 1 Crystal data for the parent compound BaMn3Ti4O14.25 (BMT-134). Atomic coordiantes and anisotropic atomic
displacement parameters Uij. Space group I4/m, lattice parameterse a = 10.334 Å; c = 2.903 Å.

Atom

x

y

z

U11

U22

U33

Ba1

0.5

0.5

0.976294

0.0173

0.0173

0.2729

Ba2

0.0

0.0

0.47759

0.0193

0.0193

0.2688

O1

0.158878

0.215003

0.005052

0.0022

0.0022

0.0056

O2

0.166275

0.455281

0.989219

0.0030

0.0011

0.0058

Ti, Mn

0.35017

0.170772

0.990949

0.0066

0.0068

0.0182

The structure of BMFT, shown in Fig. 4.1 (a), was determined by powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD) to be identical, in terms of peaks and identifiable Bragg planes, to the BMT structure
that was previously solved by pair distribution function (PDF) analysis.78 Table 4.1 gives
atomic coordinates and anisotropic atom displacement parameters Uij obtained from this
analysis. All compounds belong to the hollandite group and closely resemble the Redledgeite
structure. All compounds were indexed as hollandites accordingly.135–137 The BMFT (BaMn3xFexTi4O14.25)

set of nanocrystalline compounds were all found to closely resemble the

Redledgeite structure ascribed to BMT (BaMn3Ti4O14.25). Redledgeite is a rare mineral
belonging to the hollandite group with the composition BaxCr2xTi8-2xO16. The relevance in
mentioning the source of this mineral is that the region was rich in chromium deposits (it
was mined for Au-Cr-Fe), and demonstrates what types of titanates can in fact be created
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with a rich supply of additional d-block elements. Redledgeite has a framework of Ti8O16
octahedra with [0,0,z] and [½,½,z] channels containing Ba2+.138 It has been interpreted that
the channel structure can more readily permit ion substitution with other transition metals,
which makes sense intuitively – the hollandite structure is more open, porous, flexible and
lower symmetry than the perovskite counterpart. In fact, the ability of hollandites to
accommodate various ions has been researched for toxic and radioactive metals
containment.139,140 It can be imagined therefore, that AII-BIV-O combinations that might form
the perovskite structure divagate towards hollandite variations when subjected to conditions
of forced substitution in which the B ion can range between charge II – IV. It also accounts
for why Fe substitution is relatively permissible for a range of concentrations. Single crystals
of Redledgeite have been refined to the tetragonal space group I4/m and also to the monoclinic space group I2/m, which is closely tied to the tetragonal.138,141 One of the distinguishing
features is the large size of lattice parameter a (~ 10.15 Å) compared to c (~ 2.95 Å). The
majority of the Ba atoms in Redledgeite are located at the Ba1 site at [0,0,0] and [½,½,½].
The short c-dimension prohibits occupancy of adjacent sites along [0,0,z] and [½,½,z], placing
a constraint on the site occupancy and a limitation on cation substitution. There is an
observable qualitative difference between compounds, as some lattice planes increase and/or
decrease in distance. It has been postulated these changes in lattice plane distance occur at
Mn substitution sites. The strong similarity in powder spectra was expected, given the
closeness in cation radii and relative concentrations of Fe. Cation radii of Mn3+, Mn4+ and
Fe3+ are almost identical when comparing six-coordinated metal atoms. There is no noticeable
effect on the X-ray pattern; this is most likely due to the very low fractional amount of
tetrahedral Fe present, which is discussed further in a later subsection. Fig. 4.1 (d)
demonstrates the particles are not of uniform shape or size. Generally, they are 50 nm in
width and 150 nm in length as seen from the TEM images. At this length scale (although
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dependent on the material, the size threshold is typically 50 nm) the particles should not
exhibit any superparamagnetic or superparaelectric behavior.142 The 3D crystal model
obtained using CrystalMaker in Fig. 4.1 (c) displays tunnel like channels containing barium
ions and the edge- and corner-sharing transition metal octahedra, all characteristic of the
hollandite crystal structure. In this model, Mn3+ is substituted with Fe3+ octahedra. We
conclude that the precursor driven solution processing technique directs the synthesis
towards an architecture that can accommodate multiple cations, and that the addition of both
Mn and Fe, originating as acetylacetonate precursors, cause the direction to be towards the
hollandite I4/m family, as opposed to perovskites, typical of precursors used to form BaTiO3.

Figure 4. 2 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping of a) electron image, b) Ba, c) Mn, d) Fe, e) Ti and f) O.

4.3 Confirmation of Fe Substitution
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) is capable of confirming the presence and
comparing relative amounts of heavier elements in nanocrystals.53,143,144 EDS was performed
to obtain the Fe:Mn ratio of each compound, with incredibly high precursor to product ratio
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Figure 4. 3 Mossbauer spectra of BMFT with Fe:Mn ratios of (a) 1:2, (b) 1:1 (c) 2:1, (d) 3:1.

fidelity. Fig. 4.2 shows the EDS mapping done to obtain these ratios. Cation stoichiometry,
and in this case, addition of Fe has influence on structural, dielectric and thermal properties
of transition metal oxides.145 The gel-collection synthesis method has been shown to be
reliable regarding stoichiometry in stable ferroelectric compounds, including perovskite solid
solutions based on BaTiO3.79 The same ratio of elements during synthesis remains even after
post-reaction processing. Mossbauer spectroscopy was used to confirm Fe is present within
compounds and to determine the oxidation state and room temperature magnetic ordering of
the Fe variants. Isomer shift (IS) and quadrupole splitting (QS) can be used to determine
oxidation state and the magnetic properties of the material, respectively (QS can also help
determine oxidation state).103 Table 4.2 displays the values for Fe oxidation state and Oh:Td
ratios for all Fe containing compounds. Fig. 4.3 shows Mossbauer spectra with clear Fe
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signals of the different BMFT variants. Peak fitting IS and QS values were obtained using
an iron foil reference.
Unmistakably, the experimental curves for Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b) contain multiple peaks as is
made clear by the shoulder at ~1.0 mm/s. The experimental fitting in Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b)
yielded two separate curves represented by blue and green lines. These correspond to
octahedral and tetrahedrally coordinated iron respectively. There has been a previous report
of a substituted multiferroic compound containing Fe, where Fe exists in both tetrahedral
and octahedral sites.146 The isomer shift for octahedral iron is 0.239 mm/s, and the
quadrupole splitting is 0.490 mm/s for both. The IS and QS for the tetrahedrally coordinated
iron is 0.461 mm/s and 1.00 mm/s respectively. Both the IS and QS fit accurately into the
range for Fe(III). Therefore, in BMFT compounds with Fe:Mn ratios of 1:2 and 1:1, Fe(III) is
present in both octahedral and tetrahedral environments. The possibility of an impurity iron
oxide phase is ruled out, due to the absence of signature Bragg peaks in the XRD pattern and
the fact that the relative quantity of tetrahedral iron does not change significantly from one
sample to the other. In fact, tetrahedral iron is estimated to be one-eighth of the total iron in
both the 1:2 and 1:1 Fe:Mn ratio compounds. Lastly, none of the samples portray
ferromagnetic properties (as is evinced by M-H, M-T measurements discussed in the next
Table 4. 2 Fe oxidation state and coordination ratios (octahedral compared to tetrahedral) obtained using Mossbauer.

Compound Fe:Mn Ratio

Fe(O.S.)

Oh:Td

1:2

III

6.8:1

1:1

III

7.2:1

2:1

III

1:0

3:1

III

1:0
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subsection), which would be indicative of Fe2O3. Iron sesquioxide (Fe2O3) contains both
tetrahedral and octahedral iron sites which required additional scrutiny.147 At Fe:Mn ratios
of 2:1 and 3:1 only octahedral Fe(III) is present within the compound. Both compounds have
an isomer shift of 0.239 mm/s. The magnetic inflection point discussed previously begins with
the 2:1 compound containing Fe only in octahedral environments.
4.4 Magnetic Characterization

Figure 4. 4 (a) M-T Field cooling (FC) curve with H = 2 kOe, (b) M-H curve taken at 5 K, showing quadrant I; inset showing
quadrants I - IV, (c) M-H curve showing MR and coercivity at 5 K, (d) Curie and Weiss constants vs Fe:Mn ratio.

M-T and M-H curves were obtained using a magnetic property measurement system (MPMS,
Quantum Design) at the Center for Nanophase Materials Science (CNMS), Oak Ridge
National Lab (ORNL). The M-H curve, obtained at 5 K and 0 – 40 kOe displayed in Fig. 4.4
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(b), shows that increasing Fe increases the magnetization until a critical threshold where the
magnetization decreases, becoming similar in value to that of the parent compound. This is
henceforth referred to as the magnetic inflection point. Fig. 4.4 (c) depicts a smaller range of
the M-H curves, showing details of the coercivities and remanence magnetizations. The
remnant magnetization (MR) initially decreased upon addition of iron. However, upon
reaching twice the amount of iron as manganese (Fe:Mn = 2:1) this trend reverses and
reaches a maximum in the 3:1 compound. In addition, the inflection point brings asymmetry
in the hysteresis, indicating there are competing magnetic interactions taking place within
the compounds. This trend and magnetic inflection point are noticeable in the constants of
the Curie-Weiss fit of the M – T curves. Zero-field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC)
magnetization curves (M – T) were obtained at a magnetic field of 2 kOe, which are displayed
in Fig. 4.3 (a) for BMT and its variants. ZFC curves are omitted for clarity, as both ZFC and
FC converge for the entirety of the temperature range. The most notable difference between
BMT and its iron variants occurs at very low temperature readings. As Fe quantity is
increased, maximum magnetization increases. This may be due to the increase in electrons
from each atom exchanged within the system. As the thermal motion of the electrons is
reduced, the overall magnetization increases proportionally to the number of electrons
(equivalent to Fe atoms) added. However, the compound with the most iron (Fe:Mn = 3:1)
does not follow this trend. An asymmetric hysteresis curve is seen for this compound in Fig.
4.3 (c). Asymmetry often arises from competing magnetic phases, which will often lead to a
change in the magnetization, depending on the polarity of applied field. To further explore
the inflection point, the Curie and Weiss constants and calculated effective magnetic
moments for each compound were obtained and placed into Table 4.3. The Curie-Weiss fitting
is based on the equation below:
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𝐶

𝑋 = (𝑇−𝜃) + 𝑏 [Eq. 4.1]
where  is the magnetic susceptibility, C is the Curie constant,  is the Weiss constant, T is
the temperature in Kelvin, and b is a fitting parameter. Fig. 4.4 (d) reveals the Curie and
Weiss constant values increase for increasing Fe:Mn ratios. However, at a Fe:Mn ratio of 2:1
(the magnetic inflection point) the trend reverses. The Weiss constant allows for insight into
the short-range magnetic interactions within the compounds. Here, they behave
antiferromagnetically as indicated by the negative Weiss constant value. It becomes
increasingly positive as Fe is added until the critical ratio. This is indicative of a transition
from antiferromagnetic to paramagnetic short-range interactions. This is also consistent with
previous evidence of a tendency toward antiferromagnetic order in BMT-134, observed for
slightly different sintering conditions. However, after this point, the Weiss constant begins
to decrease and reaches its highest absolute value in BMFT - 3:1. The calculated effective
magnetic moments for each compound can be seen in Table 4.3, column 5. The parent
compound has an effective magnetic moment of 4.3 B which closely matches the previously
reported value.78 The changing magnetic moment can be explained by the coordination
environments of tetrahedral or octahedral Fe in the crystal lattice. An asymmetry occurs in
Table 4. 3 Calculated and fitted magnetic values for all synthesized compounds.
Compound Curie

b

Weiss

MR/M4T

Coercivity

(*10-3)

(Oe)

Magnetic
Mn:Fe

Constant

constant
moment

Ratio

(C)

()
(B)

0:1

6.5

0.029

-8.9

4.3

1.9

53

1:2

5.8

0.026

-6.4

4.1

1.5

33

1:1

5.8

0.026

-5.7

4.1

1.0

22

2:1

6.2

0.016

-5.9

4.2

0.6

-12,8.4

3:1

7.9

0.012

-10.5

4.8

-3.2,4.7

-125,87
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the magnetic hysteresis as is shown in compounds with a Fe:Mn ratio ≥ 2. The 2:1 and 3:1
ratio compounds have two separate and asymmetric values for MR/MS and coercivity, which
are shown in the last two rows and columns of Table 4.3. The hysteresis loops for both
compounds are biased towards a negative external magnetic field. Generally, asymmetry in
hysteresis shows competition between magnetic phases within a single compound.
Mossbauer measurements show compounds with less iron have Fe(III) in both tetrahedral
and octahedral environments. Mossbauer measurements also show that both BMFT - 2:1 and
BMFT - 3:1 compounds contain only Fe(III) in octahedral environments. This along with the
calculated effective magnetic moments points to a change in the orbital splitting of the
octahedral iron. Tetrahedral iron is generally high spin due to its low t and Fe(III) in this
geometry has a theoretical magnetic moment of 5.92 B. This alone would not explain the
value of 5.6 B which is the effective magnetic moment of the 2:1 ratio compound. However,
there is also octahedral iron present in a low spin configuration which would have a
theoretical magnetic moment of 1.73 B. Therefore, the overall magnetic moment is attributed
to both spin configuration contributions.
4.5 LCR Dielectric Measurements
In order to assess the dielectric properties of the compound, and the ability to prepare devicetype configurations, pressed pellet capacitors of each compound were fabricated. In this case,
the use of a polymer filler was ruled out in order that the intrinsic properties of the ceramic
BMFT material could be directly contrasted. However, it is well known that nanostructured
ceramic materials with high amounts of surface area, porosity even when compressed, and
defects (such as oxygen vacancies) may suffer from interfacial effects such as contact
resistance between electrode and oxide. While these features all contribute to the effective
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Figure 4. 5 Effective permittivity of (a) parent and Fe containing compounds from 100 Hz - 2 MHz. (b)
Comparisons between compounds at 2 MHz. (c) Intrinsic permittivity derived from the Lichtenecker
equation. (d) Intrinsic permittivity derived from the Interphase model.

permittivity of the material, direct comparisons between varying concentrations of Fe
remains feasible. Capacitors were treated as 0-3 nanocomposites of oxide nanofiller
“embedded” within a matrix of air. The frequency dependent behavior of the effective
permittivity, eff, and dissipation loss (tan δ) was obtained for all compounds. As more iron is
incorporated into the crystal, the low frequency permittivity decreases, as demonstrated by
Fig. 4.5 (a). As the frequency increases, reaching the megahertz regime, eff for all compounds
converge and remain close in value (eff = 25 – 30). We attribute this behavior as being directly
related to the increase in the mean concentration of mobile charge carriers (electrons) being
added with increasing quantities of Fe. It is important to highlight again that the
nanostructured material, composed of densely packed nanocrystals of the BMFT oxide are
surrounded by a matrix of air. In general, the permittivity of nanocomposites is very sensitive
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Figure 4. 6 (a) TEM micrograph showing BMFT particle size and shape. (b) SEM micrograph of a pressed BMFT pellet showing
existence of void space while also showing particle shape/size.

to frequency in this region, due to a potential combination of space charge, surface adsorbed
species and dangling bonds, together with intrinsic conductivity (conduction band electrons)
of the material. Interfacial polarization heavily influences permittivity, especially at lower
frequencies, known, for example, to occur at interfaces between materials with large
disparities in permittivity,3,12 and can account for the contribution to the recorded high
permittivity in BMFT at lower frequencies (100 Hz – 10 kHz). Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the
permittivity of all compounds over the frequency range of 100 Hz – 2 MHz. In this region eff
is high and in the range of 200-1000, with higher values (> 500) for low Fe doped compounds
(BMT, BMFT - 1:2, - 1:1), whereas for higher Fe doping (BMFT - 2:1) eff drops (< 500) and
reaches values < 200 for BMFT 3:1. A summary description of the dielectric behavior is that
the Fe:Mn ratio appears to greatly affect eff in the lower frequency region (<10kHz), yet the
values converge at higher frequencies (> 10 KHz). Generally, the polarization mechanisms in
the low frequency region arise from interfacial (Maxwell-Wagner effect) and additional ionic
space-charge effects.3,12 The eff for this region is therefore dependent on the texture of the
pellet and interface between electrode and pellet; it cannot solely be attributed to the intrinsic
behavior of the nanocrystalline ceramic. In the case of BMT, the mechanism responsible for
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ferroelectricity was partially attributed to charge ordering between Mn3+ and Mn4+
neighboring octahedra.78 Hence, it is our conjecture that substitution of Mn4+ with Fe3+ likely
reduces the extent of charge ordering, previously ascribed to be a cause of the
ferroelectric/dielectric behavior of BMT, and may also reduce electron conductivity. Therefore
low frequency dielectric behavior is affected by the Fe:Mn ratio due to the change in electronic
configuration d3 to d5, which has an effect on conductivity mechanisms within the material
and charge ordering phenomena between the Mn3+/Mn4+ channel in BMT. Fig. 4.5 (b), (c), (d)
shows the permittivity at 2 MHz for experimental measurements, interphase model, and
Lichtenecker respectively. Due to the frequency-dependent quality of the pellet capacitors, 2
MHz was chosen as the dispersion behavior lessens at this frequency. Shown in Fig. 4.5 (b)
is the effective permittivity, which is the combination of filler and host intrinsic permittivity.
The interphase and Lichtenecker models predict similar values for the intrinsic particle
permittivity. The similar results from each of these approximations was expected as void
space volume fraction is one and the same as h, the host volume fraction. An SEM
micrograph of the texture of the pellet is shown in Fig. 4.6 (b) demonstrating that the
nanoparticle size is preserved (100-300 nm), and a quasi-contiguous network of particles is
formed, with void space present between.
At higher frequencies the intrinsic properties of the oxide itself, in particular crystal
structure and atomic composition, dominate contributions to the effective permittivity. The
eff values for each compound were recorded at 2 MHz, and found to be 25, 35, 22, 25 and 17
for BMT, BMFT - 1:2, - 1:1, - 2:1 and - 3:1 respectively. At these higher frequencies, the
permittivity of the compounds is very close; the polarization mechanism responsible for this
behavior is dipolar or ionic, meaning all compounds are able to maintain a polarization
equally, due to a modification in polarization mechanisms at these frequencies, since it is
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known the addition of dblock

electrons

ferroelectric
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through

doping may reduce the
extent of polarization due
to ionic distortion, and
concomitantly
permittivity,

the
of

a

compound.14,72 There is no
observation of a strong
Figure 4. 7 Dissipation vs frequency of each compound. Fe:Mn ratio shown on right.

trend

to

suggest

that

increasing Fe concentration at these stoichiometries would either drastically reduce or
increase eff for a nanocomposite film. Such an observation is consistent with retention of the
hollandite structure for different BMFT compounds, and the dependence of the high
frequency dielectric behavior on polarization due to ionic distortion in the crystal lattice, in
which Fe is substituting at Mn sites with minimal impact to the overall structure.
The frequency-dependent dissipation loss is shown in Fig. 4.7. The dissipation measurements
reflect the relatively high conductivity of each compound. It is especially noticeable at low
frequencies, where the dissipation factor exceeds 1, an observation that points towards
conduction of charge. The compounds with higher eff also have a higher dissipation, and this
trend is followed most closely from 100 kHz – 2 MHz where charges have less time to align
to the applied field while moving rapidly.14 One very noticeable observation of the dissipation
loss characteristic is the wave like pattern observed for each case. This highly dispersive
behavior can potentially be attributed to a combination of phenomena explained using a
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‘micro-capacitors’ model. Due to the disparity in dielectric constant between filler and matrix
(f = 1), as well as the orientation of the filler particles within said matrix, there is a mixture
of ‘micro-capacitors’ connected in series and in parallel, which gives rise to this particular
dissipative behavior.148 The large disparity in permittivity between filler and matrix also
causes inhomogeneity in the electric field within the composites, lowering the breakdown
strength of the capacitors, and giving rise to large dissipation values.14 The pellet capacitors
can be seen as either weak insulators within a strongly insulating matrix, or as strong
insulators within a weakly insulating matrix. Air inclusions in the pellet are most likely not
contiguous throughout the entire body, though they may be at various indiscriminate points,
further increasing the inhomogeneity of the electric field due to orientation of the particles.
Therefore, at lower frequencies there appears to be no direct trend; iron content does not
correlate with decreased/increased dissipation. However, at higher frequencies, where
interfacial polarization mechanisms contribute much less to the overall behavior of the pellet
capacitors, this inhomogeneity is overcome.
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Chapter 5: Reporting Results from a Collaboration and Internship
5.1 Barium Titanate Perovskite Nanoparticles as a Photoreactive Medium for Chemical
Warfare Agent Detoxification
Barium titanate was shown to demonstrate advanced detoxification/oxidation performance
against the mustard gas surrogate 2-chloroethyl ethyl sulfide (CEES). BTO nanoparticles
ranged from 8 – 12 nm in diameter, form stable and porous aggregates with high surface
area. The porosity of the nanoparticles allows for chemical warfare agent sequestration and
their high surface area affords large amounts of reaction sites. My role on the project was to
characterize the BTO nanoparticles, prior to and after their exposure to the chemical warfare
agent surrogate CEES.53 I did this by using the gel-collection method to synthesize BTO
nanoparticles and using TEM, EDS and XPS to characterize the before and after CEES
exposure. Chemical Warfare Agents (CWAs), first deployed during WW I, continue to be a
major concern to the modern warfighter and to civilians under threatening circumstances,
despite multilateral treaties in place that ban their use. Therefore, the development of
detoxification materials and filters (gas masks, uniforms, etc.) continues to be a necessity.
Activated carbons are the most widely used adsorption media in gas masks.149 Recent years
research effort have turned towards the development of advanced materials that can act as
multifunctional detoxifiers when applied as filters or dispersed on fabrics. The desired
activity includes simultaneous adsorption, degradation, and detection of CWAs.
Nanoparticles offer a large surface-to-volume ratio and a higher concentration of undercoordinated surface sites than the corresponding bulk. In this work, we introduce the concept
of a nanostructured perovskite as a potential detoxifier of CWAs. We hypothesize that
properly prepared nanostructured complex oxides can provide new avenues for developing
more sophisticated multifunctional materials. Their activity is expected to be governed by
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transition metal chemistry and strong coupling of organic molecules to an active dipolar
surface. The classical perovskite complex oxide BTO is commonly associated with modern
electronic components such as multilayer capacitors (MLCCs), non-volatile memory (NVM),
and positive temperature coefficient thermistors (PTCR). The broader, related family of
complex oxide perovskites are explored for their utility in the emerging fields of multiferroics,
magnetoelectrics, energy storage conversion, and sensors.131 Recent work has shown that
specifically tailoring perovskite oxides with certain compositions can optimize their
performance as catalysts.150 Since the perovskite oxides represent a very wide range of
electronic and electrical behavior as well as a tunable band gap as a function of composition,
it is reasonable to suppose that a great deal of untapped potential could be harnessed,
through the exploration of novel approaches to a perovskite oxide synthesis and catalyst
design at the nanoscale.151 Barium titanate has been explored for potential photocatalytic
activity, such as organic pollutant degradation, including chloro-organics, and dye
decomposition and decolorization.152,153 Generally, there is a small number of reports on
remediation applications of BaTiO3 and very few focus on sub-micron systems. For
adsorption, catalysis, and preparation of nanostructured BTO with a large internally
accessible surface area, it is desirable to synthesize BTO nanocrystals that are relatively
monodisperse, uniform in size and with maximization of undercoodinated surface sites.
Numerous studies on the removal of organic pollutants, such as dyes and herbicides, by
various materials (MOF, metal oxides/hydroxides, carbons) have been reported

154,155,

but so

far limited attention has been paid to the evaluation of perovskites as potential
decontamination media. CEES is a commonly accepted surrogate of the ‘‘the King of battle
gases” – mustard gas (bis(2-chloroethyl) sulfide, C4H8Cl2S. Most reported results on CWAs
detoxification is carried out on their surrogates, owing to safety regulations in academic
institutions. Even though CWAs surrogates are toxic, their toxicity is considerably less than
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those of the chemicals they represent. Our objective is the analysis of this perovskite’s
catalytic activity. The identification of all formed compounds, volatile or adsorbed on the
surface, is used to identify the predominant detoxification pathways, while characterization
of the surface of the exhausted nanoparticles helps to determine the role of the surface
features. The application of 8–12 nm nanoparticles may open an innovative road for the
potential deposition of nanoscaled highly photoactive phases on porous textiles for
simultaneous and fast adsorption, degradation, and detection of CWAs.156
5.1.2 Synthesis and Characterization of BTO
The gel-collection method was used to synthesize barium titanate nanoparticles. For the
characterization methods used, BTO in powder phase was required. The gel monolith
resulting from the gel-collection method was washed and then dried in order to obtain a fine
nanopowder which was necessary, as all the catalytic characterization techniques mentioned
were performed on solid samples. I characterized the nanoparticles structurally by XRD and

Figure 5. 1 (a) TEM, (b) HRTEM images of BTO nanoparticles, (c) particle size distribution, (d) nitrogen
adsorption isotherm (e) pore size distribution calculated using the BJH method, (f) visualization of the
nanospheres arrangement in the powder form and its cross-section. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 79.
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determined their morphology and size distribution
using TEM. The BTO were confirmed to be highly
crystalline perovskites and the size distribution
illustrated in Fig. 5.1 demonstrates their uniform
spherical shape and size distribution. I obtained Fig.
5.1 (c) using ImageJ, an image processing software;
after processing and analysis of several TEM
micrographs of the same initial BTO sample, the
Figure 5. 2 (a) TEM micrograph of an aggregate of

distribution of size was obtained. DLS was not used

BTO nanocrystals and EDS mapping of the same

mainly for the following reason: As the nanoparticles

particle for (b) barium, titanium and oxygen.

were all to be used as powders, a characterization

Adapted with permission from Ref. 79.

technique such as DLS would yield only information
on the size distribution of solvated particles. While useful in other scenarios in this case it
would have given information that is not directly
transferrable to the size of particles in powder, which
is how porosity and pore size were obtained. Fig. 5.2
shows EDS mapping of a BTO aggregate prior to
exposure to CEES. The atomic ratios are in good
proportion for barium titanate.
5.1.3 Catalytic Activity and Analysis of Byproducts
Fig. 5.3 shows EDS mapping of the nanopowders
after exposure to CEES under light for 6 days. In
order to be sure that CEES does not decompose under Figure 5. 3 EDS maps of BTO exposed to CEES under
any of the same conditions as those used while

light for 6 days. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. 79.
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characterizing BTO catalytic properties, CEES alone was checked using the ViV system.
CEES headspace was checked after 1 day in light and dark conditions and after 6 days under
the same conditions. GC/MS shows no other compounds present under any conditions and for
any amount of time. Fig. 5.3 is an EDS mapping of BTO nanoparticles exposed to CEES under
illumination for 6 days. It demonstrates that there are extremely low amounts of sulfur and
chlorine present, signifying the CEES compounds do not remain on the surface. XPS of the
compounds was also performed in order to determine changes in oxidation state and binding
energies after BTO exposure to CEES vapors. The initial and post-exposure samples were
investigated. XPS of initial BTO: Fig. 5.4 shows the binding energy regions for carbon,
barium, oxygen, and titanium respectively for gel-collection synthesized 8 nm barium
titanate nanocrystals. XPS analysis of these nanocrystals has been reported previously with
a special focus on titanium and barium. The C1s region shown in Fig. 1 a) shows three peaks.
Adventitious carbon (C-C) is attributed to the largest peak at 284.8 eV. The peaks at 285.98
eV and 288.77 eV corresponds to alkoxyl carbon and carbonate respectively. Carbonate is
generally found on barium titanate that has not been heated beyond a certain temperature,
due to the affinity for CO2 on the BTO surface.108 Fig. 5.4 c) shows the O1s region for the assynthesized BTO, which contains three separate peaks. The lowest energy peak at 529.04 eV
corresponds to BTO lattice oxygen (O-Ti-O). This peak is also the one with the highest
relative intensity. Higher energy surface oxygen is attributed to the peak at 530.45 eV while
the peak at 531.89 eV is attributed to organic and carboxylate/carbonate.120
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The same XPS measurements were performed on BTO after 6 days of exposure to CEES
under illumination. The C1s region of the CEES exhausted BTO sample is shown in Fig. 5.5
a). Here, however discussion is centered on the obvious change in the O1s binding energy

Figure 5. 4 XPS of as-synthesized 8 nm BTO particles. Regions for (a) C1s, (b) Ba 3d, (c) O1s and (d) Ti 2p

region. The region still contains only three peaks with similar relative intensities. The lowest
binding energy peak is located at 529.60 eV and corresponds to lattice oxygen (O-Ti-O). The
peak corresponding to surface oxygen has become minimized; it can be neglected when fitting
the experimental curve. This is due to the proposed reactivity of the particle surface which
has undergone some change after exposure to CEES and radiation. Carboxylate/carbonate
and organic (C=O) oxygen gives rise to the peak at 531.83 eV which is now present at a much
greater relative amount, when compared to BTO initial. Finally, the peak at 533.35 eV may
correspond to singly bonded (C-O-) oxygen arising from various oxygenated byproducts.109
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Figure 5. 6 (a) Chromatograms of the headspace after 1 day of CEES vapor exposure, (b)
chemical structure of all detected compounds, (c) chromatogram of longer retention time
compounds and (d) the abbreviations and chemical structures. Adapted with permission
from Ref. 79.
Figure 5. 5 XPS of exhasuted BTO particles, exposed to CEES. Regions for (a) C1s, (b) Ba 3d, (c) O1s (d) Ti 2p

The singly bonded oxygen compounds exist in amounts similar to the carboxylate/organic
oxygen. BTO nanoparticles have a high affinity for CO2 which may be trapped onto the
surface, which may often develop into a carbonate surface layer surrounding the particle.
Fig. 5.5 c) shows a change in the oxygen state of the BTO nanoparticles, specifically an
increase in the relative amounts of oxygen to carbon single and double bonds, evinced by the
two higher binding energy peaks.
Interesting to note as well is the barium 3d region shown in Fig. 5.4 b) and Fig. 5.5 b). There
is an observable change in the relative amounts of surface  and bulk  binding energies,
possibility indicating a possible reduction in catalytic activity.110 There is also an obvious
change in the oxidation state of titanium on the BTO surface. Fig. 5.4 d) shows the titanium
binding energy region for as-synthesized BTO nanoparticles. Here, the lower binding energy
peaks correspond to Ti3+ which has been predicted theoretically and proven experimentally
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to exist on BTO nanoparticles.111 Ti3+ exists in order to balance existing charge due to the
large amount of oxygen vacancies that exist within BTO, especially high energy vacancies on
the surface. The larger peak at a higher binding energy corresponds to Ti4+ which is contained
within the lattice. Fig. 2 d) shows the titanium binding energy region for a CEES exposed
batch of BTO nanoparticles. Here, the fit shows an increase in the relative amount of Ti3+
indicating the titanium on the surface of the particles has been reduced. This increase in Ti3+
is accompanied by a predictable decrease in Ti4+. This reduction of titanium coincides with
an oxidation of CEES; the photocatalyzed byproducts demonstrate CEES has been oxidized.
It is postulated that during the oxidation of CEES, oxygen bound to the crystal is lost, causing
an increase in Ti3+ to balance this missing negative charge.
The particles partly degrade CEES and release vapors consisting of compounds which were
detected using GC/MS, by the first-author on this project. Under illumination, more products
were also observed. The smaller byproducts, shown specifically in Fig. 5.6 (a) and(b), display
more products and higher areas under the curves than the corresponding MS for the samples
in the dark. The larger byproducts are shown in Fig. 5.6 (c) and (d) are also a result of
illumination, where specific compounds such as 1,2-bis(ethylthio) ethane, ethyl vinyl
sulfoxide, and hydroxyl ethyl ethyl sulfone only exist after illumination. There are large
amounts of acetylaldehyde (ACE) present in the headspace, due to the presence of ethanol
and ethoxyl groups attached to the nanoparticle surfaces. The proposed dominant mechanism
involves an intermediate transient cyclic sulfonic cation, created due to illumination, which
is then cleaved and oxidized.
5.2 Internship at alpha-En: Electrochemical Deposition of Lithium Metal for Anodes
In the summer of 2018, I was hired as an intern at alpha-En Corp, a startup in Yonkers, New
York. The lithium produced is extremely high quality, purer than what is commercially
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available on the market; it is free of all base metals and non-conducting impurities. Their
process allows for flexible deposition and intercalation of lithium onto custom substrates,
which streamlines manufacturing of batteries. Their batteries are extremely relevant in
industries which require high energy density batteries in lightweight packages, such as
consumer electronics, automotive markets, and military applications. You can visit their
website by going to the following page: https://alpha-encorp.com/#
The company had until then performed research by outsourcing it to university and national
labs such as Cornell, City University of New York, and Argonne National Lab. During the
summer I worked alongside other researchers to build the lab, adequately installing the
relevant equipment, such as Gamry power
supplies, gloveboxes, battery press kits,
and even an SEM which was installed
inside of an argon glovebox. I learned
electrolyte handling and selection for
certain

battery

processes

and

lead

investigations into lithium refining of clays
and minerals. I undertook and sought after
this internship because I wanted to learn
extremely

relevant

electrochemical

techniques,

such

electrochemical

as

Figure 5. 7 Simplified schematic representations in two-dimensions

deposition, capacity/cycling measurements

and three-dimensions of the electrochemical cell. This is an

and disruptive lithium metal battery

unofficial adaptation of an article that appeared in an ACS

technology. I signed a non-disclosure

publication

(10.1021/acsomega.7b01501).

ACS

has

not

agreement with alpha-En Corp and cannot

endorsed the content of this adaptation or the context of its use.
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divulge concrete experimental parameters nor their results. Therefore, in the following
sections I will describe previously published results on a project that I did not work on.
However, the deposition process and characterization techniques are either similar or exactly
the same.
Lithium metal provides opportunities for next-generation electrochemical energy storage due
to its high energy density. Lithium production mostly occurs in salt lakes and generally
requires a long and high energy refining process. This is true regardless of lithium obtained
from salt lakes, minerals or clays. Alpha-En has developed a process for the deposition of
lithium metal onto copper substrates. The lithium is deposited as a thin film with thicknesses
ranging from 5 – 30 m.157 The cell design allows for an aqueous solution to be a continuous
feedstock, with quick, low-energy, and controllable processes. Different current densities
result in different thin film morphologies, ranging from nanorods, spheres and cubes.
Lithium metal anodes have a much larger energy density than corresponding lithium ion
ones and is a good anodic material, with a very negative reduction potential.157 The

Figure 5. 8 SEM micrographs of lithium thin films, illustrating (a) rods, (b) spheres, and (c) cubes. This is an
unofficial adaptation of an article that appeared in an ACS publication (10.1021/acsomega.7b01501). ACS
has not endorsed the content of this adaptation or the context of its use.
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electrochemical process which was
developed

by

alpha-En

is

illustrated in Fig. 5.7, where the
aqueous and organic electrolyte,
and the lithium ion conductive
glass ceramic (LICGC) membrane
is shown. As is evident in Fig. 5.7,
the organic half-cell electrolyte is
constantly cycling through the
Figure 5. 9 Charge/discharge capacities of composite graphite vs commercial
lithium foil (black) and lithium films of different morphologies, spheres (blue)

system.

This

is

proposed

and rods (red). This is an unofficial adaptation of an article that appeared in

instantaneously

an ACS publication (10.1021/acsomega.7b01501). ACS has not endorsed

initial concentration gradient of

the content of this adaptation or the context of its use.

the

cell.

One

replenish

to

of

the

the

most

interesting findings of the initial cell optimization were the resulting lithium thin film
morphologies, depending on electrochemical deposition rates. Rates of -3, -5, and -7 mA/cm2
resulted in rods, spheres, and cubes respectively, shown in Fig. 5.8. The capacity and cycling
behavior of the rods, spheres and a reference commercial lithium foil were tested at various
C-rates. It was found that for almost all C-rates, the capacity of the rods was approximately
three times higher than the cubes and commercial foil (initial capacity of 258 mAh/g, and
roughly 80 – 100 mAh/g at 5 to 30 cycles), illustrated in Fig. 5.9.
Typically, the researcher optimized electrochemical deposition parameters for the desired
morphologies, prepared and characterized the feedstock solutions, performed elemental
characterization on the LICGC and deposited lithium films, and wrote reports on the
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refinement of lithium from clays and mineral basins and obtained data like that seen in Fig.
5.8 and 5.9.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
The present study sought to answer diverse questions and can be explained most easily in
the context of two materials for different applications, which require similar yet occasionally
distinct characterization techniques. BaTiO3 was used for 0-3 stable AC field nanocomposite
capacitor applications and as a photoreactive medium for chemical warfare detoxification.
The projects completed using BTO show that although using the gel-collection forms particles
with hydroxyl and ethoxyl surface groups, this can in fact be an advantage. They can be
reacted with other species and either create a homogeneous interphase for more stable
composite capacitors, or as a platform for photocatalytic degradation of dangerous chemicals.
BaMn3-xFexTi4O14.25 was characterized electronically and magnetically, created using the
BMT-134 parent structure to increase magnetization and increase the Neel temperature of
the compound.
6.1. 0-3 Nanocomposite Capacitors and Effective Medium Approximations
Ultrastable, high permittivity 0-3 nanocomposites were successfully fabricated using
poly(furfuryl alcohol) (PFA) as the 3-dimensional host and 8 nm synthetic barium titanate as
the filler. These capacitors were also shown to behave very reliably as linear dielectrics, with
incredibly frequency stable electric susceptibility and permittivity, even over orders of
magnitude. Key to the improved performance is the optimization of the interface through
covalent bond formation between nanocrystal and polymer (polymer grafting). XPS shows a
change in the surface chemistry after in situ polymerization of furfuryl alcohol, providing
evidence of homogenizing the surface titanium chemical environment due to reduction in
oxygen vacancies after direct bonding between surface titanium ions with PFA. The
hydrophobicity of the polymer further reduces the potential for H2O inclusion, further
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stabilizing permittivity at lower frequencies. Also shown is the reduction of surface relaxed
barium after polymerization. FTIR shows evidence of a rigid polymer matrix, as well as an
indication of Ti and PFA interaction. The effective permittivities of the reported
nanocomposites are competitively high when compared to previous nanocomposite systems
using BTO as the filler, where BTO size distributions and synthetic routes, surface
chemistries, and polymer hosts differ. Not only are the permittivities high in this system, but
also the dissipation factors are very low, low enough in some cases to be compared with
commercial ceramic capacitors. The observed improvement in comprehensive dielectric
performance is proposed to be due to the homogenized interface of polymer and particle, as
well as due to a microscopic percolation threshold that increases the overall effective
permittivity without compromising the dissipation loss of the nanocomposite capacitors.
Future work involves using different nanoparticle fillers. High surface area particles of PZT
or even multiferroic compounds may allow for higher permittivity or coupling devices.
Focusing on changing the polymer would reduce the extremely frequency-stable and low
dissipation properties of the devices, which are critical for practical applications and possible
commercialization.
6.1.2 Photoreactive Medium for Chemical Warfare Detoxification
Barium titanate was shown to have much larger weight uptakes than other comparable
oxides/hydroxides and nanostructured materials tested under the same conditions. BTO
showed high photoreactivity under ambient light irradiation acting continuously as a
heterogeneous catalytic detoxifier, simultaneously adsorbing and degrading chemical
warfare surrogates. No other photoreactive metal oxide/hydroxide materials have been
shown to possess such high photo-oxidative abilities when tested against CEES vapors, which
is illustrated succinctly in Fig. 6.1. The photoreactive activity occurs in dark and in light,
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allowing for applications in textiles, air filters in gas masks, and in building ventilation
systems. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mappings of BTO nanocrystals show
well-dispersed sulfur and chlorine on the surface. Chlorine atoms attach to the BTO surface,
while sulfur-containing compounds are transferred to the headspace as small volatile
compounds. Neither chemical remains on the surface of the particles even after exposure of
up to 6 days, and BTO acts as a heterogeneous
catalytic detoxifier by simultaneously adsorbing
and degrading the organic molecules. Future work
in

this

realm

may

involve

exploring

the

photoreactive activity of BTO on other chemical
warfare agents and their surrogates such as EES
and EVS. Commercialization of BTO filters may
Figure 6. 1 Weight uptakes of BTO after exposure to CEES

also possible. I also show the possiblity of direct

vapors for 24 h under ambient light o in the dark and the

synthesis of barium titanate onto wearble carbon

weight uptakes for various previously reported metal

textiles, possible using the gel-collection method in

hydroxides/oxides and nanomaterials tested in identical
conditions. Adapted with permission from Ref. 79.

Appendix C.

6.2 Single-phase Multiferroic: BaMn3-xFexTi4O14.25
The set of Fe substituted compounds of the form BaMn3-xFexTi4O14.25 was successfully
synthesized using the gel-collection method. The synthesis was proven to have incredibly
high precursor to product ratio fidelity. The parent compound (BMT) is the first compound of
its kind with the hollandite structure to be characterized as ferroelectric, and the effect of Fe
substitution on magnetic behavior was investigated. Incorporation of Fe was identified using
EDS. Manganese octahedral within the multiferroic BMT-134 were successfully replaced
with Fe. Addition of iron affected electronic and magnetic properties of the original system
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while maintaining its parent crystal structure (proven using XRD). The incorporated Fe was
evaluated using Mossbauer spectroscopy. Depending on Fe content, tetrahedral and/or
octahedral Fe(III) replaces Mn. Addition of Fe causes an antiferromagnetic to paramagnetic
transition, observed from M-H and M-T measurements (MPMS). The deviation from
antiferromagnetism is clear through changes in Curie and Weiss constants, obtained from a
fitting of the experimental data, made even more evident by an inflection point in the
magnetization, indicating a change in short range electron interaction behavior. This
magnetic ordering transition occurs once all tetrahedral iron is removed from the parent
system. Dielectric characterization demonstrated the addition of iron causes a decrease in
the effective permittivity of the parent system and a fluctuation in the dissipation due to the
large disparity in permittivity of nanofiller and air matrix. The decrease in permittivity is
attributed to an increase in d-block electrons introduced with increasing Fe. At the
frequencies measured here, polarization mechanisms are due to ionic displacements and
electron cloud movement which are being counterbalanced by mobile charge introduced via
additional iron.
These compounds show potential for future development of hollandite ferroelectrics,
ferromagnets, and multiferroics. The work here shows that incorporation of different
transition metal compounds into the parent multiferroic known as BMT-134 is possible with
high precursor/product fidelity. BMT-134 is the first known hollandite multiferroic giving
evidence that incorporation of other transition metals is possible. This allows for the further
development of complex oxide multiferroics with the hollandite structure.
6.3 Steps Forward for General Characterization
After visiting Oak Ridge National Lab and writing a proposal for both scanning probe
microscopy and MPMS, I was able to obtain enough data in three weeks for one first-author
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publication and two second/third-author publications. However, no SPM measurements were
performed. This is because the samples obtained from gel-collection synthesis could not be
prepared with minimal surface roughness for such measurements. This was true for both
pellets and spin-coated thin films. In the future, this may be overcome by creating sintered
and close-packed pellets which may be polished without deterioration of its form. Potential
avenues involve rapid thermal annealing (RTA) or high temperature sintering for extended
periods of time, although these may change the morphology and connectivity of the
compounds in the pellets.
Using different EMAs has shown a need for a frequency-dependent parameter. This is
because an EMA cannot predict the permittivity of a nanocomposite based on frequency, only
on  and (). One could model the permittivity vs frequency into an equation that may be
incorporated into one or several effective medium approximations. Such an undertaking
should fulfill the following three requirements:
1. A volume fraction of filler f > 0.80, which allows use of a more sophisticated EMA.
2. Low disparity between filler and matrix permittivity values.
3. Incredibly low void space.
These allow an ideal system for incorporating a frequency-dependence into an EMA. The
proposed model is the modified Kerner, discussed further in Appendix D.

Appendix A: Error Propagation and Dielectric Calculations
A1 Error Propagation
Depending on the whether addition/subtraction or multiplication/division of measured values
with uncertainties is involved, separate formulas for error propagation must be used. In all
cases uncertainty is rounded to one significant figure. For addition/subtraction:
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𝑧 = 𝑥 + 𝑦 + ⋯ [Eq A1]
where z is the calculated value, x and y are the measured values with uncertainties. The
ellipsis represents the possibility adding/subtracting more than only two measured values.
The error in the calculated value can be determined using the following equation:
∆𝑧 = |∆𝑥| + |∆𝑦| + ⋯ [Eq. A2]
where z is the calculated error, x and y are the uncertainty in the measurements. For
multiplication/division:
𝑧 = 𝑥𝑦 [Eq A3]
and
𝑥

𝑧 = 𝑦 [Eq. A4]
where again, z is the calculated value and x, y are the measured values with uncertainties.
The uncertainties can used in the following equation:
𝑧∆
𝑧

=

∆𝑥
𝑥

+

∆𝑦
𝑦

+ ⋯ [Eq. A5]

When multiplying a measured value by an exact number (i.e. a non-measured number, or
accepted value) the uncertainty is multiplied by the same number.
A2 Dielectric Error Calculations
In order to calculate the effective dielectric constant of a pellet or thin film capacitor, the
rearranged capacitance formula can be used:
𝐶∗𝑑
0 ∗𝐴

𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜀

[Eq. A6]
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where C is the capacitance in farads, A is the area of overlap between the electrodes, eff is
the effective dielectric, 0 is the electric constant (8.854W-12 F/m) and d is the separation
distance between the contacts. The measured value here consists of C, d and A. C is measured
using an LCR Impedance Analyzer, while d and A are both measured using a digital caliper.
The uncertainties can be written as follows:
∆𝑑 = 0.01𝑚𝑚 [Eq. A7]
∆𝐴 =

2∆𝑟
𝑟

∗ 𝐴 [Eq. A8]

∆𝑟 = 0.01𝑚𝑚 [Eq. A9]
∆𝐶 = 0.05% [Eq. A10]
Most pellet and thin film capacitors gave values for capacitance in the 5E-4 to 5E-2 pico-farad
range. Since the average capacitance changes depending on frequency and reporting an
average capacitance from each frequency point is inordinate, instead it is here proposed that
the capacitance ranges from 1 to 100 pico-farads. Using these capacitance values and
averaged numbers for distance, radius and area, it can be shown that even at 100 pico-farads
the uncertainty in capacitance measurement is negligible when calculating the error in eff:
∆𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓

∆𝐴
𝐴

=

∆𝐴
𝐴

=

2∆𝑟
𝑟

∆𝑑
𝑑

= 0.076 [Eq. A13]

∆𝐶
𝐶

+

∆𝑑
𝑑

+

∆𝐶
𝐶

[Eq. A11]

= 0.03 [Eq. A12]

= 5𝐸 − 4 [Eq. A14]
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The contribution of the uncertainty in capacitance is orders of magnitude smaller than even
the second largest value (the area’s contribution), even at the highest capacitance range (100
pico-farads). It is possible to neglect this capacitance contribution without significantly
altering the calculated uncertainty in eff. Therefore, the uncertainty in eff can be calculated
as the sum of A/A + d/d:
∆𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 = (0.10) ∗ 𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 [Eq. A15]
Note that the value of 0.10 may change for each sample, as it depends on the radius and area.
Uncertainties should have one significant figure and so the final calculation should reflect
that.
A3 Volume Fraction Error
In order to calculate the volume fraction, the effective density eff must be determined and
compared to the theoretical density, . Since the precise unit cell parameters were not
obtained for each material studied, the theoretical or bulk density was used, obtained from
literature or a modelled unit cell. The formula for the effective density is as follows:
𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝑚
𝑉

[Eq. A16]

where m is the mass of the pellet and V is the volume. These parameters are measured
experimentally and have uncertainties:
∆𝑚 = 0.0001𝑔 [Eq. A17]
∆𝑉
𝑉

=

2∆𝑟
𝑟

+

∆ℎ
ℎ

[Eq. A18]

∆𝑟 = 0.01𝑚𝑚 [Eq. A19]
∆ℎ = 0.01𝑚𝑚 [Eq. A20]
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where h is the thickness of the pellet. The uncertainty in eff can be calculated using:
∆𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓

=

∆𝑉
𝑉

+

∆𝑚
𝑚

[Eq. A21]

The effective density is compared to the theoretical density to give the volume fraction of
filler in any given pellet:
𝜐𝑓 =

𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜌

[Eq. A22]

If we treat the theoretical density as an exact number, the uncertainty in effective density
is:
∆𝜐𝑓 =

∆𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜌

[Eq. A23]
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Appendix B: Research Proposal to Oak Ridge National Lab
In the Spring of 2017, I wrote a research proposal under the guidance of my PhD advisor
Professor Stephen O’Brien. This proposal allowed for the SQUID magnetometry
measurements to be performed, and I spent three weeks total in ORNL (2 weeks in 2018, 1
week in 2019) and gathered enough data for one first-author publication and two secondauthor publications. The proposal was formatted in question form; the questions and
responses I submitted are paraphrased in an abridged proposal, adapted as follows:
1.

What

is/are

the main

scientific

question(s)

that

you

plan to

address?

Intrinsic multiferroics are defined as materials containing both properties of
ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism (including antiferromagnetism), occurring in the
same phase.70 The occurrence of coupling between these properties potentially allows
for the switching of the ferroelectric state with a magnetic field and vice versa.
Potential applications include sensors, memory, spintronics, and photovoltaic
devices.158 The primary question we aim to address is does doping magnetic elements
into a nanoparticle of a paraelectric/ferroelectric material influence polarizability,
and can weak magnetoelectric interactions lead to observable cross-coupling effects
for electric polarization in a magnetically ordered state whilst maintaining the
versatility of the nanoparticle form, in terms of chemical functionalization, selfassembly into thin films and integration into nanocomposites? We have prepared a
series of ferroic and multiferroic oxide nanocrystal samples: BaTiO3 (BTO); BaTi1xFexO3

(BFT); BaMn3Ti4O14.25 (BMT-134) and BaMn3-xFexTi4Oy (BMFT), x = 1, 1.5, 2,

2.25 Preliminary measurements confirm the presence of Fe.
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2.

Outline

the

overall

technical

approach

you

plan

to

use:

We propose to determine the extent and nature of switchable piezoelectric,
ferroelectric and ferromagnetic ordering in nanocrystals and nanocomposite films of
the titanates BFT, BFO, BMT, and BMFT, in the size range 8-25 nm. Our goal is to
probe the surface of films composed of the nanocrystals, perform imaging,
measurement and analysis pertaining to their piezoelectric response and extent of
magnetization, and ultimately to probe for evidence of magnetoelectric coupling
behavior. Our approach relies on synthesis and extensive structural characterization
at the home institution, and a combination of scanning probe microscopy (PFM,
MFM) and magnetic characterization (MPMS), relying on the facilities at CNMS.
BFT in the bulk is found to have a Tc that decreases with Fe.159
3.

Describe the research tasks to be carried out at the CNMS and the expected
outcomes:
We are seeking a combination of scanning probe microscopy and magnetic
characterization, relying on the facilities at CNMS, to provide structure-property
relationships for the systems BFT, BFO, BMT, and BMFT. Task 1: Piezoresponse
force microscopy (PFM) of thin films with distributed nanoparticles on substrates:
PFM can allow for non-destructive highresolution visualization and read/write
modification of domain structures in ferroelectric thin films, and is especially useful
for thin film surface imaging, providing domain wall characterization at 0.2 - 10
micron scale. We will prepare the samples by embedding the ceramic oxides in a
polymer matrix, preventing dislodging by the probe tip, enabling surface polarization
characterization. Task 2: MPMS measurements on nanocrystal samples: We propose
to characterize BTO, BFT, BFO, BMT and BMFT by temperature-dependent DC
magnetic susceptibility measurements and compare to classical Curie-Weiss
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behavior.6 We will acquire and analyze FC/ZFC results in accordance with crystal
field interpretations of the energy splittings (eg/t2g etc.), and ascertain whether
paramagnetic, ferro/antiferromagnetic behavior is observed, and how/if it fits
classical Curie-Weiss behavior. The calculated effective moment per metal cations
can be calculated from this behavior. Task 3: Probing for evidence of magnetoelectric
coupling: MPMS can also be used to apply a high (~10-20kOe) fields toinduce
magnetic polarization in previously imaged ferroelectric domains. The effect of
magnetization of the sample could then be characterized by further PFM imagingand
analysis. This may enable a determination as to whether magnetoelectric coupling
has occurred. In order to determine whether BMFT and BFT show ferroic ordering
similar to or different from the parent BMT and BTO systems.
Curie-Weiss fitting and MPMS measurements were possible for all samples, and more on a
later date, based on a europium doped perovskite, granted during an extension. However, the
samples could not be adequately prepared for any SPM measurements, as the powders could
not be suspended, and their surface roughness was too high. I spent some time working on
the methodology before and after visiting ORNL, yet the ceramic oxides could not be prepared
in a useful epitaxial way. This prevented any SPM and therefore any PFM and MFM from
being done. A proper method for preparing incredibly flat thin-films of the gel-collection
synthesized materials is an important task for future work and must be done to open the
field of synthetically prepared nanoparticles to an even wider range of characterization
techniques.
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Appendix C: BTO Attachment to Porous Textiles for CWA
Detoxification
The collaborative project I was a part of with the Professor Bandosz Group started with the
investigation of the photoreactive capabilities of BTO nanoparticles. It was found that BTONPs had the largest CEES vapor weight uptakes than for previously reported metal
hydroxides/oxides

and

were

indeed

photoreactive.53

These

findings

directed

our

investigations to the BTO-NPs applicability on porous textiles for preventative garments. I
performed the gel-collection synthesis with a carbon textile immersed in the solvent solution.
The gel-rod formed in the presence of the textile and the resultant material was characterized
using EDS. This was done using an SEM and a TEM shown in Fig. C.1 and C.2 respectively.

a)

c)

Electron Image

Ti

b)

Ba

d)

O

Figure C. 1 EDS of a carbon textile which was immersed in the BTO synthesis solution. (a) Electron image from
SEM, (b) barium map, (c) titanium map and (d) oxygen map.
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These
(a)

(b)

preliminary

findings

should be followed by evaluating
and optimizing the interactions
between BTO and the textile
surface. XPS would be an ideal

(c)

way to perform this analysis,
such as one performed for BTO
as-synthesized

nanopowders

before and after their exposure to
(d)

(e)

CEES.

Figure C. 2 EDS of a BTO/textile with (a) electron image from TEM, (b) barium
map, (c) titanium map, (d), oxygen map, (e) carbon map.
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Appendix D: Effective Medium Approximations, Background and
Limitations
There are several effective medium approximations being used today, and their development
is still being undertaken by certain groups.13,22 Originally, the rule of mixing formulas were
developed as a way to model mechanical composites, with the independent variable being the
volume fraction of filler and the dependent variable being a weighted sum of the Young’s
moduli of the individual components. Today, there are much more advanced effective medium
approximations used for the prediction and modelling of dielectric constants, including the
constants of nanophase materials. Nanocomposites were introduced earlier in the
dissertation. Therefore, this appendix focuses on EMAs used, introducing a new one; the
modified Kerner model EMA. This section also discusses why I chose to use specifically the
Lichtenecker and the Interphase equations over the modified Kerner.
The Jayasundere and Smith equation is a modification of the original Kerner equation. It
includes interactions between neighboring spheres for the measurement of dielectric
constants of binary composites. This model has been used on research projects I have been a
part of before, namely in the synthesis of and dielectric characterization of KBNNO.8 It takes
the form:

𝜐𝑚 𝜀𝑚 +𝜐𝑓 𝜀𝑓 [

𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

3𝜐𝑓 (𝜀𝑓 −𝜀𝑚 )
3𝜀𝑚
][1+
]
𝜀𝑓 +2𝜀𝑚
𝜀𝑓 +2𝑚

3𝜐𝑓 (𝜀𝑓 −𝜀𝑚 )
3𝜀𝑚
𝜐𝑚 +𝜐𝑓 [
][1+
]
𝜀𝑓 +2𝜀𝑚
𝜀𝑓 +2𝑚

[Eq. D1]

This equation is useful; however it predicts the effective permittivity most accurately when
the volume fraction of filler is in the majority. This is not always possible and limits the range
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of filler volume fractions that may be accurately investigated. It is best for low disparities in
the permittivity of filler and matrix, and it is useful within a small range of f.23
The Lichtenecker was chosen as a reference; it was developed long ago and is a good metric
to use against more modern approaches, such as the modified Kerner and interphase models.
It also allows a much simpler comparison between the itself and the results from the
interphase model. The interphase model was chosen due to its attempt to model the void
space inherent in all composites. It cannot be done experimentally, therefore an
approximation is necessary. At f < 0.80, the interactions of nanoparticles with the
surrounding interphase becomes important to incorporate into a standard field
approximation.21 The filler volume fraction range available and the ability of the model to
incorporate void space into the equation is why the interphase model was chosen for
BTO/PFA nanocomposite permittivity investigations.
All EMAs currently have no frequency-dependent terms present in the equations. This is
because the frequency dependent behavior does not necessarily depend solely on the dielectric
constant of the material or composite. As a preliminary attempt to add a frequency-dependent
term into the equation, I began modelling the capacitance measurements over a frequency
range of 100 Hz – 2 MHz. I used a log fit because of the logarithmic behavior of the BTO/PFA
nanocomposites. The fit and experimental data can be seen in Fig. D1 and D2, illustrating
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how the permittivity is both f and frequency-dependent. One could attempt to use the
frequency-dependent fitting in an EMA.
An ideal system for development of such a model would be one which has a f > 0.80, low
disparity between filler and matrix permittivity, with incredibly low void space. Although

y = -1.281ln(x) + 53.835 50nm Commercial BTO
R² = 0.9591
60

v = 0.430
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Figure D. 2 Permittivity vs frequency for a 50 nm BTO/PFA nanocomposite. f = 0.430.
y = -3.046ln(x) + 117.28
R² = 0.9443
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Figure D. 1 Permittivity vs frequency for a 50 nm BTO/PFA nanocomposite. f = 0.430.

control of void space is difficult, the first two conditions may be met feasibly using pellet
capacitors with a highly intrusive polymer that may infiltrate the pores and void space
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between particles. This is something the researcher believes would be a good step forward for
the field of EMAs and accurate modelling/prediction of nanophase composite properties.
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